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ABSTRACT
Optimized Simulation of Granular Materials
Seth Holladay
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Visual effects for film and animation often require simulated granular materials, such
as sand, wheat, or dirt, to meet a director’s needs. Simulating granular materials can be
time consuming, in both computation and labor, as these particulate materials have complex
behavior and an enormous amount of small-scale detail. Furthermore, a single cubic meter of
granular material, where each grain is a cubic millimeter, would contain a billion granules,
and simulating all such interacting granules would take an impractical amount of time for
productions. This calls for a simplified model for granular materials that retains high surface
detail and granular behavior yet requires significantly less computational time. Our proposed
method simulates a minimal number of individual granules while retaining particulate detail
on the surface by supporting surface particles with simplified interior granular models. We
introduce a multi-state model where, depending on the material state of the interior granules,
we replace interior granules with a simplified simulation model for the state they are in and
automate the transitions between those states. The majority of simulation time can thus be
focused on visible portions of the material, reducing the time spent on non-visible portions,
while maintaining the appearance and behavior of the mass as a whole.
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Part I
Introduction

Part I discusses this dissertation’s general field of research and introduces the problem
of interest.
Chapter 1 summarizes the general area of visual effects, emphasizing the topic of
granular material simulation. It reviews previous methods for simulating granular materials
and discusses the shortcomings of those methods. In addition, it states our thesis, whose
solution is detailed in the remaining chapters of this dissertation.
Following Chapter 1, the rest of this dissertation address the steps we took to represent
granular materials as a three-state system.
Part II covers our foundational work of building a multi-state system with only two
states, based on DEM. This combination of the solid and gas states allowed us to figure out
how multi-state systems can increase efficiency over current processes. We also explored
methods for replacing detail that had been culled away earlier when needed. Part II is
comprised of three chapters. Chapter 2 contains the paper titled “Solid-state culled discrete
element granular systems”, which was published in The Proceedings of Eurographics 2012.
Chapter 3 contains additional results we obtained after the paper had been published. Chapter
4 contains the paper “Granular material deposition for simulation and texturing”, which
1

was published in Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects, a study of how detail can be
replaced in transitions from the simpler solid and fluid states to the particulate gas state.
Part III contains our full implementation of a three-state system for granular material
simulation, based around fluid simulation. We show that our set up is not only more efficient than current systems but also more visually accurate. Part III contains two chapters.
Chapter 5 is a paper “Three-state Dry Granular Material Simulation with Detail Augmentation Through State Transition”, which has been submitted for publication to SIGGRAPH
2013. Chapter 6 provides supplementary information to that paper. Chapter 7 gives more
quantitative results of our work.
Finally, Part IV summarizes the work presented in this dissertation, provides conclusions, and gives ideas for future work.
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Chapter 1

1.1

Background

In film and animation, there is a large and growing demand for computer-generated visual
effects. When in-film effects are too costly, dangerous, or otherwise impractical to do in the
real world, technical artists use computer graphics to add those visual effects to the film. A
major area of computer graphics is the simulation of natural phenomena, such as fire, water,
or dirt. These physics-based simulations produce natural effects in films such as the giant
maelstrom in Pirates of the Caribbean 3 or chopped food in Ratatouille.
Technical artists must not only make these simulations look convincing but also keep
them cost effective. Algorithms that implement fully physically-correct simulations can take
days or months to compute. Even with the rising demand for more intricate, expensive CG
effects in this multi-million dollar industry, producers keep budgets tight and time schedules
limited. In the realm of physical simulation, we need to find efficient, simplified simulation
models that do not compromise visual plausibility.
Luckily, films allow for visual plausibility over physical exactness, meaning a viewer
will accept a credible effect, action, or simulation for what it is supposed to be, rather than
requiring an explicit physically-correct solution. As in Disney’s Prep and Landing [33], artists
are interested in creating “a plausible world for our characters in a reasonable amount of time.”
Since audiences are not sensitive to inaccuracies beyond a point [31], we can optimize and
take shortcuts that still mimic the visual aspect of natural effects while effectively saving time.
For example, a close-up of a pile of sand might simulate individual granules on the surface,
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but it could be hollowed out underneath, as in Figure 1.1. Also, in fluid simulations, the
fluid’s volume can vary to a certain degree before the visual inconsistency is noticeable and
warrants a more accurate but costlier solution. This allowance for shortcuts saves significant
time and can also give artists more control to meet a director’s demands, even overriding the
physics if necessary. For example, the artists of The Last Airbender simulated water using
fluid equations but guided its shapes with artist-sculpted geometry [60].

Figure 1.1: Cutout view of a pile of granules. We notice that the center of the pile is hollow,
but the hollow area is covered by granules.
This simplification of physical models in computer graphics not only applies to
film and games but also to other practical needs such as scientific visualizations. Some
visualizations require exactness to accurately convey the atomic-level physical nature and
behavior of materials while others illustrate ideas by simplifying and organizing data for
a better understanding of physical phenomena. Simplified simulation models can help us
comprehend the complex world around us.
If not used judiciously, shortcuts can lead to obvious visual artifacts and inconsistencies.
Too many workarounds can become a hodge-podge of unrelated solutions duct-taped together
for a single effect, trying to compensate for simulation inaccuracies. In Spiderman 3, Amman,
et al. [4] had to build and integrate “a variety of simulation engines and developed techniques”
for a single sandman character. Also, some shortcuts only work for one specific shot, becoming
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throwaway knowledge that cannot be reused. Thus, there is a need for automated simulation
models that save resources but also meet an audience’s visual expectations.

1.2

Granular Materials

Our research focuses specifically on dry granular material simulations. Granular materials
are substances made up of thousands or millions of individual particulates, for example sand,
dirt, grain, or gravel. A small handful of sand contains tens of thousands of granules, so
even relatively small piles can contain millions. Even worse, groups of granules behave like a
fluid, solid, or gas, depending on the granule velocity and applied forces. Mathematically
representing interactions between millions of particles can take several minutes to simulate
even a single frame.

1.2.1

Granular material states

Simulation of granular materials is complicated by the fact that within the same environmental
conditions (e.g. at room temperature), granular materials can behave as either a solid, a
liquid, or a gas [25], giving them a “multiple identity” [47]. Figure 5.1 is a photographic
example of this multi-state property of granular materials. We will now define each of these
physical states in context of a granular material, as these states are critical to our simulation
approach.
The solid state occurs when granules are settled, in constant contact. They enter this
state because their irregular shapes “interlock” and cannot flow freely, and internal friction
prevents them from shifting around. The fact that they pack into a solid is what allows us to
walk on sand or dirt without sinking in.
The liquid state occurs when forces cause the individual granules to separate just
enough to flow, a non-Newtonian trait called dilatancy. (Newtonian fluids include water and
air, where non-Newtonian fluids include sand, starch in water, and highly viscous liquids like
ketchup.) This separation and flow can happen when they are shaken or when a shear stress
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exceeds the force keeping them together [42]. One example of this is when a pile of sand tips
far enough for gravity to overcome tangential friction. The angle at which granules begin
to flow is called the angle of repose, something fluids do not have. Flowing granules lose
kinetic energy with each inter-particulate collision, which allows avalanches to settle, unlike
Newtonian fluids such as water. Also, when flowing, granular materials exhibit visco-plastic
flow, where the velocity drops off rapidly with depth. Additionally, as granular materials
flow, their density varies throughout, another non-Newtonian trait. Thus, granular fluids
flow like a fluid, but they require a different flow model than Newtonian fluids.
The gas state occurs when individual particulates exhibit free, individual motion with
a very low percentage of interaction between them. To enter a gas state, granules close to the
surface or in the air separate enough that each granule can move independently of the others.

1.2.2

Previous Work

Simulating every granule is impractical, but complex granular behaviors have proven difficult
to approximate using simpler solutions. Despite this complexity of granular materials, many
productions have required CG granular effects. For example, Surf ’s Up has sandy beaches
that all sorts of characters are walking in and kicking around. Toy Story 3 has characters
interacting with tons of piled garbage. The Last Airbender experimented with blowing around
particles for certain dusty air effects, using literally hundreds of millions of particles. The
Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey has giant piles of gold with coins avalanching on the surface.
Current production solutions are efficient but lose granular behaviors. Often, as
in Surf ’s Up, granular surfaces are simply implemented as textured triangular meshes, so
when characters make footprints, the footprints are displacements in the mesh with no
particulate detail. This causes an unnatural disconnect to the viewer. When granular detail
is needed, as when sand is kicked into the air, a separate particle simulation has to be
set up, run, and meticulously integrated with the mesh to look like one material. Often,
due to time constraints, those details are either left out or do not generate target results.
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The detail on the Sandman in Spiderman 3 was important enough to take the time to
manually combine separately-simulated methods to get some impressive detail, but a high
percentage of pre-production and post-production time and money went into the effort. Even
the simple-appearing problem of dragging a stick through the sand and getting the proper
breakup cannot currently be done using an automated process.
We emphasize three major simulation models previously developed for simulating
granular materials. We introduce these models and major drawbacks in this section, while
the details of this related research are given in later chapters.
The first simulation model is Discrete Element Methods (DEM), which simulates each
individual granule as a rigid body [18] [8] [3]. The granules are simulated as inelastic objects
that properly collide against all other granules in the scene. DEM simulations match the
behaviors of granular materials very closely [15]. However, they can be extremely slow, as
the potential number of granules for a real-world simulation can be enormous, to billions and
beyond. Thus, they are perfect for small-scale simulations (tens of thousands of particles) but
quickly lose simulation-time practicality or plausibility as the number of particles increases.
The second model is fluids, which replicates the flow of granular materials [71] [52] [2]
[54]. Since granular fluids behave differently than Newtonian fluids, basic Navier-Stokes fluid
equations have been modified for more visually accurate granular flow. However, capturing
the multi-state behavior of granular materials has not been achieved with fluids. Since fluid
particles are constrained to the fluid motion, they do not sit in the solid state or separate
into the gas state well. Fluids are more time-efficient than DEM, but they still have limited
scalability.
The third model in general use today is the height field, a surface model that keeps
track of the height of each point on the sand surface above some zero-height plane [63] [58]
[23]. These models scale very well, as they must only keep track of a surface, and they
readjust quickly to collisions. However, they have no particulate detail nor do they flow.
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As a next step from these single-model representations of granular materials, related
research has entered the realm of hybrid approaches, or the combination of multiple models
into a single simulation system [46] [70]. These hybrid models get us closer to actual granular
systems that are both cost effective and visually plausible, such as adding particulate detail
on a height field [70]. However, hybrid approaches to granular materials are still in their
infancy. Zhu and Bo [70] have a very limited application, confined to a growing pile of
granules. McCarthy and Ottino [46] require geometrical insight and thus also have limited
simulation scenarios and lack visual control. Most importantly, current hybrid methods have
not based their models on all three physical states of granular materials, which means they
still lack certain behavioral attributes.

1.3

Problem Statement

There is a serious need for a granular material simulation system that operates quickly while
retaining the surface detail and visible motion behavior that will result in visually plausible
simulations. Current granular simulation models are either too slow, taking up to hours per
frame, or are not visually plausible, lacking individual particulate detail and motion. Since
granular material simulators do not meet both speed and quality requirements, visual quality
must be compromised in practical applications. Individual particles must be removed from
the system and replaced by low-resolution fluids or height fields. Also, artists are unable
to exactly control the shapes of granular masses, so there is little control of the look of the
simulations without intensive manual labor. In other words, we need to save time while
making pretty pictures. Our goal in this work was to find a new approach to granular material
simulations that is faster than existing systems while also providing more true-to-life detail,
shaping, and accuracy than existing systems.
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1.4

Solution Overview

We have developed a multi-state hybrid approach to particle simulation that will allow us to
deal with the varying behaviors of particle movement. Our system is based on the observation
that the three major granular simulation models each behave like one of the different physical
states: particulate methods like DEM represent the gas state, fluids represent the liquid state,
and surface models such as height fields represent the solid state. Since these models have
varying simplicity — surface models are fastest and particulate methods are slowest — our
multi-state system aims to use the simplest models where possible and use the more complex
models only where necessary. In addition, the system must transition between the states in
an efficient and seamless manner. The multi-state property of granular materials has been
acknowledged in previous works, but it has not been applied directly to hybrid models for
efficient and accurate simulation of granular materials. We introduce a hybrid system for
simulating granular materials that is based on this multi-state property.

1.5

Thesis Statement

Granular materials such as sand can be efficiently and accurately simulated using a combination of particulate, fluid, and surface models merged into a unified system that can
economically produce visually plausible simulations.
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Part II
Two-State Granular Materials with
DEM

Part II addresses how multi-state systems can improve the speed, and thus scalability,
of granular material simulations using a two-state system.
In researching this topic, we started with a two-state system in order to test our idea of
multi-state systems while keeping the number of state transitions to a minimum, to simplify
the determination of when and where to transition between states. This first approach is a
simple system that uses the solid and gas states with a single transition point between them.
Chapter 2 describes our two-state system, which simulates individual granules of the
gas state using DEM and simulates the solid state as an implicit mesh. It shows how we
can handle transitions by having an interface surface between the two states. The results
demonstrate that a state-based system can improve both speed and scalability of granular
materials. It also demonstrates the efficacy of DEM in a multi-state system, which works well
for close up views of the granular material, and of state transitions, which do not encumber
the system. Chapter 2 is the extended version of our paper:
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Seth Holladay and Parris Egbert. Solid-state culled discrete element granular systems. In
Proceedings of Eurographics ’12, 2012.

Chapter 3 contains additional results we generated after that publication.
We found in Chapters 2 and 3 that when it comes to transitions between states,
deleting granules away when transitioning to the simpler state models, like the gas to solid
transition, is a simple, single step of deleting the objects from memory. However, restoring
particles back when transitioning to a more complex state, such as the solid to gas transition,
is more difficult, requiring multiple steps to place the particles then assure that replaced
particles are properly spaced apart. Note that in Figure 3.9, our simple method for replacing
granules leaves large gaps in areas, which reduces the volume of the overall granular system.
Chapter 4 addresses a better approach for adding detail to granular systems on the
fly. This additional detail provides for a more realistic look, as additional granules are added
into the simulation. However, the granules must be placed in the same space and position as
the settled granules would actually be. This chapter outlines the technique we developed
that allows us to perform this granule insertion. In addition, this research presents our work
on determining how to best settle arbitrarily-shaped granules against one another. This work
was published in the Conference on Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects in July 2012 :

Seth Holladay and Parris Egbert. Granular material deposition for simulation and texturing.
Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects, 163–172, 2012.
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Chapter 2
Solid-state Culled Discrete Element Granular Systems

2.1

Abstract

Dry granular materials are common in computer animations, such as when a character
drags a finger through sand or grabs a handful of wheat. However, simulating hundreds of
thousands to millions of interacting particulates can take several minutes per frame or longer.
More efficient granular material algorithms compromise visual accuracy due to granules’
complex behavior and detail. To shorten simulation times without sacrificing visual fidelity,
we simulate individual granules close to the material’s surface and use implicit surfaces
and constructive solid geometry boolean functions to cull away solid-state granules beneath
the surface and only replace them where the simulation requires. This surface dynamically
updates in response to collisions or exposure from the surface granules. Our technique
selectively removes the majority of granules for significant speedups, while staying flexible
enough to cull out and repopulate granules to respond to multiple external forces.

2.2

Introduction

Visual effects artists often need to simulate dry granular materials such as sand, wheat,
dirt, or gravel, for computer-generated animations. However, visually accurate granular
simulations are time and memory intensive. Even relatively small piles can contain millions
of particles. Computing the interactions and frictional behavior between all granules can
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take several hours or even days. This high computation time, combined with large memory
consumption, makes iteration of detailed simulations impractical.
Granular simulations are difficult to optimize while retaining the unique properties
and behaviors of granular materials [11]. Granular materials can behave like a solid, a liquid,
and a gas [25]. The solid state occurs when granules settle so that their irregular shapes
“interlock” and cannot flow freely. The liquid state occurs when the granules separate enough
to flow. When individual granules move independant of all others, they are in their gas state.
Current optimizations are efficient but lose granular behaviors or detail. When granular
detail is needed, such as when sand is kicked up or a stick is dragged through dirt, a separate
particle simulation has to be set up, run, and meticulously integrated with the optimized
system to look like one material. Often, due to time crunches, those details are either left
out or do not produce results that meet expectations.
We propose an automated system that simulates individual particulates for surface
detail but is supported by a simpler simulation model below. Also, just as a granular system
transfers between physical states, we represent the solid area as a simple triangular mesh,
then automate the transfer to and from individual granules. We propose what those models
are and how we can solve for the transfers.

2.2.1

Previous work

Discrete elements simulation methods (DEM) match experimental data of granular simulations
closely [15] by simulating every individual granule, but they are computationally expensive.
Cundall and Strack [18] set up a strong base for using DEM for granular materials, upon
which others improved the physics, such as where Fortin, et. al [26] mimic slight deformation
effects on friction. They use rigid-body simulations [36] to simulate thousands to millions
of granules [65]. Attempts to speed up DEM replace each granule with multiple connected
spheres to simplify the amount of geometry [8]. [43] presents a method for running high
numbers of rigid bodies in real-time. However, this still is inefficient with millions of particles,
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so further optimization is desired. Alduán, et. al [3] clump granules together into a coarser
granule representation in areas of less import, but the number of granules is still often too
high for desirable simulation times or behavior. To simplify the physics, Hsu and Keyser [32]
pre-model the shape of their pile and uses that to guide the stacking of granular layers, so
the motion of individual objects are simplified, something we want to bring back into the
simulation on the surfaces.
Alternatively, fluid simulations model granular flow naturally and can be faster than
DEM, as in [71], especially when parallelized on a GPU [68]. They also are ideal for
interactions between granular materials and other fluids [41]. However, this approach best
approximates granular motion in the fluid state. Even then, it must incorporate internal
friction and visco-elastic flow [20]. Fluids also do not rest in a solid state nor compress like
granular materials. Zhu and Bridson [71] isolate rigid portions of the simulation, and Lanaerts
and Dutré [41] cluster rigid particles in the solid state, but this does not properly model the
friction. Forterre and Pouliquen [25] suggest a simplified, though not fully accurate, method
of using friction criterion and volume fraction. Narain, et. al [52] extend Zhu and Bridson’s
fluids [71] for more sand-like, non-Newtonian behavior by disregarding volume preservation
in dispersed areas and allowing for divergence. Their approach still loses granular-level detail
and does not avalanche nor settle correctly. As an approvement to Narain’s fluids, Alduán
and Otaduy [2] extend their idea to SPH fluids and modify the friction calculation for more
sand-like, non-Newtonian behavior, but they still have scalability issues and have to resort
back to DEM for free-moving particles in the gaseous state.
Height fields are also used to simulate buildup and erosion of granular surfaces, as in
[33]. Redistribution equations can settle height fields like granular materials [44]. They keep
track of the height on a 2D grid and rearrange the grid heights where steep slopes need to
slip [11]. They have helped model soil response to environmental stimuli [42]. Like fluids,
these are only surfaces with no individual granular detail. [63] et. al extend height fields to
respond to interacting objects such as a foot print on the beach, using redistribution functions.
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Collisions are improved upon in [55], allowing concave objects, and [58] which apply more
physically-correct equations for more specific material behaviors. However, this technique is
constrained to the surface’s height map, and though Onoue and Nishita [55] suggest multiple
height fields with varying base-heights, their method does not allow arbitrary orientations.
Moeslund, et. al [51] use a similar approach for accumulating snow, but uses vertices in a
dynamic triangular mesh instead of grid points.
One is not constrained to use only a single method. Much work has also been done in
combining above methods into a hybrid model. This is common for films, like Spiderman
3, where the sandman is a mix of height fields and DEM [4] and Surf’s Up, which displaces
triangular meshes with emitted particles [12], but the methods were manually integrated. In
[63], an impact adjusts the height field and also emits particle spray. However, the height
field and particles react separately and do not affect one another. To get surface granular
detail, Baxter and Behringer [7] populate granules on top of a lattice, and Zhu and Yang [70]
dynamically populates and culls a layer of particles to keep a varying height field covered.
We will expand on this idea of individual granules covering a vacant volume. Solenthaler, et.
al [61] and [35] Jeremie, et. al couple solids and fluids in general. We want to build on these
hybrid ideas but automate them specifically for transitions between different granular states.
Thus, we don’t necessarily want to perform the simulation with a single approach (fluids,
DEM, height fields).
Since most of a DEM’s simulation time and memory is wasted on hidden, internal
granules that do not contribute to the final visual, Zhu and Yang [70] replace interior granules
with the more efficient height-field representation. They represent individual granules using
DEM where the surface is visible, but remove the granules underneath the surface that are
not visible. Converting back and forth between granules and a height field is cumbersome,
and Zhu and Yang [70] do not take into account how to respond to collisions from external
sources. Nevertheless, we build on the idea of culling away discrete granules where possible.
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To be able to replace culled pockets of granules with surfaces, we look into other
meshing algorithms for forming those surfaces. Snow has been represented with implicit
spheres, or metaballs, that blob together [53], though the implicit mesh expands beyond guide
boundary points. Turk, et. al [64] make a more precise implicit surface. One can also turn a
set of points into a triangular mesh [24]. Implicit surfaces, however, seem particularly useful
because they easily build up and erode [67] as well as split and merge [66]. Constructive solid
geometry (CSG) [59], the representation of objects as solid volumes (instead of surfaces), is
good for combining and cutting away from objects, which techniques have been applied back
to polyhedral meshes [39].
Current systems, while doing a reasonable job of simulating granular materials, still
lack the adaptability to automatically transition between multiple states, such as from a solid
to independently moving granules. We need to automate the transition between individual
granules and these efficient systems. Though some techniques are moving in that direction,
work can still be done to cover a more general set of scenarios, specifically the repopulation
of individual granules in response to impacts.
While entirely replacing DEM with simpler models makes granular simulations more
efficient, it compromises unique granular behaviors, leading to undesired visuals. On the other
hand, manually splitting a simulation into multiple models (see, for example [4]) and applying
the best methods to different parts of the simulation is difficult to merge and expensive to
manage. We propose a system that overcomes the weaknesses by creating a single simulation
method that automatically transitions between optimized granular models where possible yet
simulates individual granules where the visuals might otherwise be compromised.

2.2.2

Overview

Our method uses DEM on the surface but culls away interior granules, deleting the buried
granules and bounding each culled space with a rigid, fully-enclosed mesh. Throughout
the simulation, this mesh constantly grows, shrinks, and moves in response to the exterior
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granules. As a pile grows, so does the mesh. When the mesh is exposed or impacted, it
shrinks and restores discrete granules to the local area.
Our method makes three major contributions that improve DEM efficiency and visual
accuracy. First, it culls out the majority of granules on average, reducing the majority of time
and memory spent on buried granules. Second, our method properly responds to external
forces and stimuli by dynamically replacing granules where the action requires. Finally, we
introduce a grid-independant mesh that interacts and transforms with the outer granular mass
so that inner pockets of granules can remain culled away even when the pile is transforming
through space.

2.3

Methods

We automate the transition between individual granules and a culled solid state. Our method
uses DEM on the surface but culls away interior granules that are in the solid state, deleting
the buried granules and bounding each culled space with a rigid, fully-enclosed mesh. The
DEM granules form a surface layer thick enough to retain the granular detail and motion we
desire. The mesh constantly grows, shrinks, and moves in response to the surface granules.
As a pile grows, so does the mesh. When the mesh is exposed or impacted, it carves away
the local mesh and restores discrete granules to the carved area. We use constructive solid
geometry (CSG) operations [39] and implicit geometry to update the mesh. A layer of
granules constrained to that mesh prevents exterior granules from falling through.
Our simulation algorithm has four parts per time step.
1. First, we run a timestep of the DEM simulation on the exterior granules, granules that
are free to move independently, and interface granules.
2. Next, we delete interior granules, buried granules settled into a solid state (Figure
2.1a).
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3. Third, we form interface meshes, rigid meshes around each hollow pocket from the
deleted granules. These hollow meshes represent granular solid masses. Interface
granules, granules neighboring the deleted granules, are constrained to their respective
mesh (Figure 2.1b) to prevent DEM granules from falling into the vacant pockets.
4. Finally, where interface granules become exposed or impacted by a force exceeding
a defined threshold, we carve into the local portion of the mesh and repopulate that
space with exterior granules (Figure 2.2a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Illustrated cutout of our 3D simulation. a) Interior granules (green) are grouped
based on contact. b) Each group of interior granules forms an interface mesh (gray) and
constrains bounding granules (blue) to it. Interior granules are deleted. The hollow area
represents a solid mass of granules.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: c) An interface granule (orange) detects an impact. The local mesh is carved away
by CSG subtraction (orange sphere) and new exterior granules (darker tan) are repopulated
into the carved space before the next simulation step. Previously existing exterior granules
(tan) hide new granules from view. d) Where granules build up, interface meshes merge with
a CSG union and constrain their interface granules to the mesh.
Our process culls out the majority of granules on average by converting between the
solid and DEM states, a solid-DEM coupling. This reduces the majority of time and memory
spent on buried granules. Our method also responds to external forces by dynamically
replacing granules where the action requires. Finally, we introduce a novel interface mesh
between the DEM granules and empty pockets. It interacts and transforms with the outer
granular mass without any constraint to height fields. The following sections give details for
each substep.
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2.3.1

Culling interior granules

In our granular simulation, we cull out interior granules by completely deleting them. For
a granule to be tagged as interior, it must have a similar velocity to its neighbors (rigidly
bunched-together granules in the solid state) and be deeper than a threshold distance from
the surface. Exterior granules are never frozen, only deleted if they become interior. This not
only saves on time but also memory.
To be marked as ”interior”, granules must first have similar velocities to their neighbors,
either stationary or moving as a solid mass. For example, if we drop a clump of sand from
some height, the granules deep inside the mass will likely be falling at a similar rate while
granules closer to the surface move more sporadically due to air resistance. The granules
in the center, the majority of granules, are represented as a single mass. More obviously,
granules settled in the center of a static pile of granules will have similar velocity to their
neighbors, since they are not moving at all. Granules who have a small variance of their
velocities with their neighbors’ are marked as “solid”.
To compute a granule’s distance to the surface, we generate an implicit mesh hugging
the frozen granules (Figure 2.3a) by replacing each “solid” granule with an implicit sphere,
or metaball. Clumps of metaballs join into a single implicit mesh while granules separated
from the mass have their own surface. Then we run a union operation over all these meshes
to merge intersecting meshes or merge meshes containing meshes (Figure 2.3b). Once the
meshes are formed, we extrude inward by a depth of at least two granule diameters, deep
enough that the granule deletion will not be visible. Any granules inside these shrunken
meshes are marked interior and deleted.
Determining interior granules can be expressed for each granule i with neighbors
j1 ...jn as follows:
(
I=

)
n
X
(vj − vi )2
<
gi |dist(gi , S) > Dmin ∧
n
j=1
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(2.1)

where I is the set of interior granules, gi , inside surface S. D refers to the distance threshold
and n to the number of neighbors. vj − vi is the velocity difference between granule i and
neighbor j.
Our use of implicit surfaces gives us the ability to continually compare a granule’s
depth from any angle (not just in the y-direction, as with height maps), and we can cull
granules from inside any shape of granular clumps.
We actually do not delete the interior granules quite yet. We use them to update the
interface surface in the next step (Section 2.3.2), then delete them.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: a) We create an implicit mesh (red) out of frozen granules (tan). b) The union of
surfaces retains the outer surface. Granules farther than a threshold distance are interior
granules (green).
In summary, interior granules are selected and culled with the following steps:
To calculate the granular material’s surface:
1. Tag each granule with relative speed vdif f <  as “solid”
2. Place a metaball at the position of every tagged granule
3. Take the union of all resulting surfaces
To cull interior granules:
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1. Extrude the implicit mesh inward by two granule diameters
2. Label those contained inside the mesh as “interior”

2.3.2

Creating or extending interface surfaces

After deleting interior granules, we must replace this “solid” mass with a hollow interface
surface to prevent exterior granules from caving in. Thus, before deleting the interior granules,
we group them into connected groups based on contact (Figure 2.1a). We replace each group
of interior granules with metaballs to form an implicit interface mesh, making one mesh per
connected group (Figure 2.1b). Next, we take each non-interior granule that is bounding, or
colliding against, an interior granule and lock its relative position to its respective interface
mesh (Figures 2.1b), resulting in a rigid shell of granules along the interface mesh. Each
interface mesh combined with the granules constrained to it makes up our interface surface,
each surface animating as one mass independent of the others.
The question may properly arise why the interface surface has both the interface
granules and the interface mesh. The interface granules interact with exterior granules
and the interface mesh helps calculate the repopulation step (Section 2.3.4). The interface
granules integrate naturally with the DEM simulation because granules resting on top of
them will interlock with them instead of sliding along the surface 2.4. There is more tendancy
to slide on a smooth surface even with high friction.
A single connected component of interior granules is computed as follows:

CCinterior =

[

{gi ∈ I, gj ∈ I} |ConnP athI(gIi , gIj )

(2.2)

where I is the set of interior granules, gI is an interior granule, and ConnPathI is a function
determining if two granules are part of the same connected component graph of interior
granules. The granular portion of the solid mesh is formed with this formula:

SMgranular =

[

{gi ∈ E, gj ∈ E} |ConnP athI(gTi , gTj )
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(2.3)

where E is the set of exterior and interface granules and gT is an interface granule.
This idea of representing an object as multiple granules constrained to the surface
was described by Bell, et al. [8]. We have adapted it to interface surfaces supporting culled,
hollow areas. Since the interface granules are constrained together as one mass, they can be
lifted and moved naturally within the pile without losing its shape. If the sand pile moves or
rotates, the granular mesh will move and rotate with it. Each resulting solid mesh moves
independently of the others.
We not only surround the pockets of deleted granules with interface granules but also
with a polygonal mesh. We generate this solid mesh by replacing each deleted interior granule
with an implicit sphere. The implicit spheres merge into meshes that bound each pocket of
interior granules in close proximity. This mesh is constrained to and matches the topology of
the glued-together interface granules, together making our solid granular mesh.
The interface mesh is computed as a union of implicit spheres:
n
[

(gi * mi )

where “*” indicates the replacement of a granule with a metaball, and

(2.4)
Sn

is the union of n

metaballs. Overlapping meshes are combined with a CSG union:

[

{SMi , SMj } |∃g(gSMi ∧ gSMj )

(2.5)

CSG

where SM is a solid mesh.
Given a granule’s radius, rg , its metaball’s radius is:

rm = 1.25rg

(2.6)

so that it is wide enough to merge with its neighbors but not expand beyond the outer shell
of interface granules.
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If an interface granule becomes an interior granule, its group of connected interior
granules form a new implicit mesh that merges with that granule’s existing interface mesh by
applying a CSG union (Figure 2.2b). In this way, the interface granules act as “sensors” to
determine if a new interface surface needs to merge with an existing one.
Each amassment of interior granules is now hollowed out, forming empty pockets
surrounded by meshes, while granules close to the surface are left for DEM, retaining the
necessary detail and freedom of motion. This works whether the granules are on the ground or
elevated and does not require that the granules accumulate on a grid, as in heightmap-based
algorithms.
In summary, the interface surface is created with the following steps:
1. Tag granules touching interior granules as “interface”.
2. Form connected components of interior and interface granules.
3. For each connected group:
(a) Mesh interior granules into an implicit surface (Equation 2.4).
(b) Constrain the interface granules to the resulting interface mesh.
(c) Delete the interior granules.

Figure 2.4: Free-moving exterior granules (tan) are naturally supported by locked interface
granules (blue).
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2.3.3

Rigid-body simulation

We treat individual granules as discrete, multi-sphere rigid bodies [8] simulated with an
iterative LCP solver. Since we completely delete static granules, memory is kept within
reasonable limits. All granules, whether exterior or interface, simulate together in a single
time step per frame. Even with two state representations, the simulation runs as a single
rigid body solver without a need for special cases.

2.3.4

Repopulating granules

Interface granules use impact information to determine when and where to make the state
transition to DEM. When an object impacts an interface granule hard enough to penetrate
culled granules, we carve away the local portion of the interface mesh and repopulate the
carved volume with exterior granules (Figure 2.5). To make this transition, the interface
granule chips off without affecting the momentum of the interface surface and and carves
away the local area of the interface by CSG subtracting a sphere whose radius is proportional
to the impact intensity and whose center lies at the position of the impacted interface granule.
Interface granules inside that sphere are also deleted and new interface granules are scattered
onto the new portion of the carved mesh. To repopulate exterior granules into the carved-out
volume, we fill that volume with a 3D grid of exterior granules, giving us the discrete granule
behavior we desire. We calculate this volume by converting both the sphere and the interface
mesh to volumetric representations then intersecting them. The new interface granules will
be buried under a layer of exterior granules when created, so no visual or popping artifacts
are seen in the transition (Figure 2.2a).
The resulting interface mesh is defined:
n
[

Mcur = Mprev

implicit
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(pci * mi )

(2.7)

where M is the interface mesh, pci is a breaking contact point, and we use

to represent

CSG subtraction.
We also repopulate exterior granules if the interface surface is close to being exposed.
There should always be a layer of exterior granules covering the interface surface to retain
the granular detail we are aiming for.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Beneath a layer of exterior granules, a) an impacted interface granule (red)
triggers the interface mesh to be carved and b) exterior granules to be repopulated within
the volume of the CSG subtraction.
In summary, granules are repopulated with the following steps:
For each interface surface:
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1. Replace each exposed or impacted interface granule with a metaball whose radius
is relative to the impact force against the interface granule.
2. Subtract the resulting implicit mesh from the interface mesh.
3. Delete interface granules inside the implicit mesh.
4. Add interface granules on the newly-carved portion of the interface mesh.
5. Repopulate exterior granules in the subtracted volume.

2.3.5

Simulation setup

Our simulation process can also speed up the initial setup of the granule simulation. In other
DEM methods, setup generally requires a pre-simulation that has to populate and settle
every single granule to fill the entire volume of the initial mass. This pre-simulation can
take hundreds of frames. In our method, we build a mesh encompassing the initial shape
of our granular mass so that we only need to populate the thin layer of exterior granules
surrounding that mesh. In other words, our interior granules are culled from the start. This
saves significant time, especially if the interior mass is large compared to the surface area of
the exterior layer of granules. Our setup process is not only efficient but also art directable.
More specifically, the setup algorithm takes three steps. First, we build a polygonal
mesh into the desired initial shape of our granular mass. We then convert that polygonal
mesh to a granular mesh by triangulating uniform scattered points over the surface and
replacing those points with interconnected granules. Finally, we generate a layer of exterior
granules, meeting the defined thickness, by emitting them around the mesh then having them
settle onto it.
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Total time
Min frame time
Avg frame time
Min granule count

Full DEM Sim
7 hr. 11 min.
6.3 min.
6.8 min.
15,600

Granular Culling
31.8 min.
0.12 min.
0.74 min.
1,442

Table 2.1: Comparison of simulation times between a full volume of DEM granules versus
our culling algorithm. We used the same falling oval shape for both.

2.4

Results

We simulate a falling mass of granules (Figure 2.6) and compare our results against a bruteforce DEM to demonstrate the increased efficiency of our algorithm (Table 2.1). In the
brute-force method we simulate every single grain without any culling.
At the start of the simulation, with the granular pile suspended in the air, our system
was significantly faster than brute force because the interior of the entire mass is culled away.
The granular mesh had 1442 granules and averaged 7.51 seconds per frame. In comparison,
the full volume of granules added up to about 15,600 granules and took 6.28 minutes per
frame. Our method does lose volume in the transitions, but we retain the visual behavior of
DEM.
Our setup times of the initial granular mass is also quicker than full DEM. Setup time
depends on the skill of the modeler because, once the surface is built, it feeds straight into
our system and the simulation is ready to begin. The example in Figure 2.7 is a model of a
pile of dirt created within 20 minutes. Being able to sculpt a 3D surface also allows us to
quickly build granular masses that height maps would not allow. On the other hand, setting
up our simulation by running a pre-simulation to fill the volume with granules passes the
half-hour mark, so we have already saved time before the simulation even begins.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6: A cutout of falling granules in various time steps. a) Interface granules (beneath
unshown exterior granules). b) Exterior granules repopulate local to impact. c) Granules
continue to repopulate. d) Granules begin to cull out of the center where they settle again.
The layer of external granules is thick enough that the surface can still flow. The granular
mesh inbetween has minimal thickness of one granule.

2.5

Conclusions and Future Work

Granular systems need an efficient, automated method to include discrete granules. We have
a novel solution for transitioning to and from discrete granules for significant performance
improvement of DEM. Our solution is novel in the way it builds an interface mesh that
adaptively transitions between granules and solid meshes in response to buildup, exposure,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7: a) Model of a mound of dirt made to fit in cupped hands. b) Triangulated to be
a granular mesh. c) Populated with granules.
and collisions. It dynamically culls out and replaces granules in both static and moving
masses of granules.
We have introduced a multi-state model where granule representations are simplified
based on the current state of the granules. Granules in a solid state are culled where possible.
Granules in the liquid and gaseous states are simulated using DEM techniques. In the future,
fluid simulations could be inserted for the liquid state. Our work leads to artist-friendly DEM
granular simulations. Simulation time is dramatically reduced, thereby giving the artist more
time and flexibility in the animations he or she can run.
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Chapter 3
Further Results for Solid-state Culled Discrete Element Granular
Systems

We now display more results with the falling sphere of granules using the solid-state
culled discrete element system from Chapter 2. Here the sphere of granules has a layer of
exterior granules surrounding the interface granules from the start (Figure 3.1). We can see
that even though the sphere is hollow, it appears like a full sphere of granules to the viewer.
Figures 3.1 through 3.5 show frames from this simulation. For the start of the
simulation (Figure 3.1), we started with the elongated sphere mesh, then exterior and
interface granules were automatically populated around that sphere. As the sphere falls, we
can see from Figures 3.2 to 3.5 that the falling sphere always appears as if it were a complete
pile of granules, since we always have exterior granules hiding the hollow solid portions.

Figure 3.1: Hollow DEM sphere starts to fall.
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Figure 3.2: Hollow DEM sphere impacts the ground.

Figure 3.3: DEM sphere piling, the hollow portion replaced by granules for proper behavior.
We compare the hollow pile in Figure 3.4 generated by our method with the pile in
Figure 3.6 generated by a fully-DEM simulation of a falling sphere of granules. Our simulation
method ran at 0.74 minutes per frame. Running the same simulation with just DEM averaged
6.8 minutes per frame. The DEM image has a bigger pile due to the fact that our method
loses some of the granular volume in the solid to gas state transition, as seen in Figure 3.9.
Figures 3.7 through 3.14 show frames from the same simulation, but show a cutout
version of it so that we can see the hollow center and all the internal transitions that are
hidden by the exterior granules. Figure 3.7 shows that only exterior granules (beige) and
interface granules (red) were populated, leaving the inside of the initial mesh hollow.
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Figure 3.4: DEM pile re-hollows out, unseen by the viewer.

Figure 3.5: A ball hits the pile, where granules are locally repopulated long enough to react
to the impact.
When the impact occurs in Figure 3.8, we need to replace the solid area close to the
impact with particles in order to get proper collision behavior, so that portion is carved away
from the interface mesh.
In Figure 3.9, the granules fill in the carved-away portion of the interface mesh, and
as the falling solid portion continues to impact (Figure In Figure 3.10), it continues to get
replaced with granules. There is a lot of individual particulate motion during the collision
with the ground, so the majority of the pile spends several frames in the gas, or particulate
state.
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Figure 3.6: A pile of granules using DEM only. It is the result of dropping a full sphere of
DEM granules.

Figure 3.7: Cutout view. The sphere starts to fall.
As the granules begin to settle, as in Figure 3.11, they begin to convert back to the
solid state until the pile is hollow again, as shown in Figure 3.12.
Any impacts against the pile (3.13) causes the interior particles to shift around, so
granules are restored long enough to respond to the impact. However, they once again settle
(Figure 3.14) and convert back to the solid state where possible.
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Figure 3.8: Cutout view. The impact carves the impact mesh for a solid to gas conversion.

Figure 3.9: Cutout view. External granules are populated for proper impact behavior.

Figure 3.10: Cutout view. Granules continue to pile up.
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Figure 3.11: Cutout view. External granules settle.

Figure 3.12: Cutout view. Settled granules convert back to the solid state.

Figure 3.13: Cutout view. Ball impact requires granular detail.
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Figure 3.14: Cutout view. Resettled granules convert to the solid state again.
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Chapter 4
Granular Material Deposition for Simulation and Texturing

4.1

Abstract

Dry granular materials are commonly needed in visual effects. To simulate a material involving
individual grains, every granule must first be settled into place by running a pre-simulation.
This pre-simulation can take minutes or hours, and the resulting look can be difficult to control.
We introduce a faster, more directable method for depositing particles. We scatter granules
in the desired area, guaranteeing that they are interpenetrating, then push them apart by
means of penetration resolution such that they are in contact but not overlapping. This
results in a natural, aperiodic layout of granules that mimics settled granular materials with
little cost to production time. We also introduce particle shaders, a method for generating
granular detail at render time.

4.2

Introduction

Granular materials are a unique yet ubiquitous type of matter that are a part of our every
day lives. These particulate substances cover landscapes from sandy beaches and deserts to
dirt roads. They are an integral part of our lives from foods such as wheat to building the
roads we drive on. This naturally means that granular materials will show up in the images
and films we create.
Granular simulations need to reproduce the particulate detail and complex behavior
of granular materials, which is difficult. Granules pack together aperiodically (Figure 4.1),
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creating a random pattern with small pockets of space that form a heterogeneous density.
Computationally simulating every single granule will realistically reproduce this behavior, but
is prohibitively expensive [18]. To set up these discrete granular simulations, granules must
be settled correctly into their initial positions. This requires a pre-simulation that populates
the granules in place, piled in a natural, aperiodic pattern. However, there can be thousands
of particles, so running such pre-simulations can take significant time. It can also be difficult
to art direct the shape in which they settle.
We present a fast deposition method, initializing granule positions for simulations,
resulting in a natural aperiodic, overlapping distribution of individual granules. Our method
scatters granules within an artist-defined volume such that some overlap is guaranteed. We
then run a contact resolution step to push them apart. This allows arbitrarily-shaped granules
to closely pack together as granular materials do. We also introduce particle shaders, a method
for populating granular detail onto surfaces at render time to give them the appearance of
granular materials. Our process saves production time and is directable.

4.3

Related Work

The complex behavior of granules has been reproduced computationally. Discrete element
methods (DEM) were introduced by Cundall [17] as a numerical method for simulating
numerous rigid objects, applied to granular materials by Cundall and Strack [18]. Bell, et al.
[8] optimized DEM using a soft-sphere method.
DEMs use rigid body dynamics (RBD), which compute the physics of complex-shaped
rigid objects [29] [36]. They handle three main situations. First, a collision pass calculates
whether each pair of moving objects collide and how collisions affect their momentum. Second,
the contact phase finds all pairs of static objects resting against each other and prevents them
from sinking into each other. Finally, penetration resolution, or similarly shock propagation
[29], pushes apart any interpenetrating pairs of objects so that they are just touching.
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Granular materials have unique properties that DEMs model accurately [28]. For
example, granules are too large to be affected by electrostatic forces [10], unlike fluids and
fine powders, so friction determines internal granular structure [56]. This friction causes
bridging [49], small supporting arches of granules throughout the mass (Figure 4.2a). Due to
bridging, granular materials heterogeneous packing densities, the ratio of space inhabited by
granules to the entire filled volume. This is called a random close packing, “random” because
the distribution of the particles is aperiodic (Figure 4.1a), forming no regular patterns in
their packing. It has been experimentally verified that the maximum random packing density
(volume-space ratio) for spherical granules is ∼0.64 [9]. On the other hand, spheres populated
on a regular, periodic grid (Figure 4.1b) have a packing density of 0.74. We want to closely
reproduce natural aperiodic and bridging patterns. We will use the term stable packing to
refer to packed granules that have a distribution similar to but not as dense as random close
packing.
There are various approaches in the literature for setting up particle simulations. One
approach is to settle particles into place using DEM [4]. Barabási [6] deposits granules one at
a time to get a proper packing. Hsu and Keyser [32] make piling objects more efficient by
constraining it to a desired angle of rest. Mehta and Barker [48] present a non-sequential
restructuring algorithm that iteratively shifts and relaxes the grains until settled. These
iterative methods mimic nature well and handle complex-shaped granules, but they are often
time intensive and do not provide fine control of the resulting shape.
Constructive techniques can be faster than simulation, but they only handle simple
shapes such as disks [22] [5] or must follow a periodic grid [6]. One such method that settles
granules without overlapping is fractal growth [6], which places particles one by one directly
adjacent to already existing particles; but to prevent intersections, it must be constrained to
a grid, which can result in unnatural visual artifacts [57]. Poisson distribution [38] places
spheres randomly while enforcing a minimum distance between the particles but does not
guarantee contact. Constructive methods are difficult to extend to three dimensions and do
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: a) An aperiodic distribution of granules, mimicking how granules settle in nature.
b) A regular distribution of granules has a synthetic look.
not handle arbitrary shapes. However, even for placing spheres, this does not guarantee that
the spheres are in contact or settled, only that they are not overlapping. The difficulty of
scattering methods is that the granules will either be overlapping or else not in contact, or
the patterns will be too regular.
Granular substances with irregularly shaped particles present an even more difficult
problem. Legakis, et al. [40] take a pre-existing generated texture and line it up with a mesh
in 3D space. Miyata [50] generates intricately-fitting tile patterns by subdividing a regular
grid then adjusting its vertices to fit. Peytavie, et al. [57] stack rocks using corner cube grids
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(a)

Figure 4.2: a) Friction between granules can form arches, or “bridges”.
then erode them to fit together. These iterations are too time consuming for large granular
materials. Where these methods place the texture then adjust the shapes to fit, we instead
want to create the granules then adjust their position to fit.
From a texturing standpoint, granular detail is often excluded from granular surfaces
[63]. Fearing [21] refines a displaced surface grid, and Kimmel et al. [37] simulate the
appearance of sand from a distance, but these do not have the detail of visibly overlapping
particles up close. Surfaces generally lack granular detail unless they are part of a full granular
simulation [4].

4.4

Granule Deposition

We present a granule deposition process that iterates quickly and whose shape is easily
art-directed. This process scatters interpenetrating granules in a user-defined volume then
pushes them apart into a stable packing.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.3: A 2D cutout of our granule deposition process. a) The artist builds a mesh, M .
Optionally, they can build Minterior , where b) granules will be excluded from M . c) V is
filled with density D. d) Points in P are scattered, their density based on D. e) Granules are
placed at each point in P . Note the overlapping. f) Granule penetrations are resolved. Static
granules (red) constrained to Minterior . g) Granules outside of D are deleted. h) Gravity
settles remaining granules.
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4.4.1

Scattering Granules

In order to correctly deposit the granules, we first need to determine where the granules will
be scattered. To do this, an artist builds a closed mesh, M , which represents the desired
outer boundary of the granules (Figure 4.3a). If the user wants to leave part of the volume
hollow, they also model an interior boundary mesh, Minterior , that will be subtracted from
M (Figure 4.3a). We define the volume V as M − Minterior , the volume enclosed by M but
excluding Minterior (Figure 4.3b). This provides artistic control that is difficult to achieve
with traditional deposition methods.
To generate a stable packing of granules, given V , we first generate a density field D
that fills V (Figure 4.3c) and has varying density ρD . We next generate a random scattering
of points, P , inside D (Figure 4.3d). Our scatter density, ρP , or the number of scattered
points per unit volume, is relative to the volume of a single granule, Vgranule , resulting in the
following formula:

ρP =

ρD
Vgranule

(4.1)

where 0  ρD ≤ 0.64 equals the desired stable packing density, where 0.64 is the maximum
random packing density. Our scattering algorithm is a simple “dart throwing” method,
randomly placing points in D, though a Poisson scattering [38] could get even more accurate
results.
Each voxel, Duvw , in this density field is assigned its own density, ρDuvw . ρPxyz is the
local density of points in P at position (x, y, z), based on the closest ρDuvw . Given Equation
4.1, at any given position (x, y, z), the scatter density is

ρPxyz =

ρDuvw
Vgranule

(4.2)

The scattered points are then instanced with granules, G (Figure 4.3e), filling V . ρP
must be high enough that enough granules penetrate each other so that the resolution step
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works. To make certain that a high enough percentage of granules overlap, we can adjust
ρDuvw by a small amount:

ρPxyz =

ρDuvw +  (1 − ρDuvw )
Vgranule

(4.3)

where 0 <   1 is the desired percentage of overlap. We include the  term because if we
were to just compute the density with

ρDuvw
Vgranule

alone, we would get the density at which the

granules fill the desired space but do not necessarily overlap.
If our granules have elongated or flattened shapes, we want our granules to settle
anisotropically, or fit together along their flatter sides as in [57]. For such a fit, we orient the
initial particles P with the normals of M or Minterior .
4.4.2

Resolving Penetrations

Next, we run the penetration resolution step. This iteratively resolves all penetrations in
G by running just the penetration resolve step of a rigid body simulation. For details on
resolving rigid body penetrations, see [29].
The penetration resolution iteratively pushes apart all interpenetrating pairs of granules, translating and rotating them to be exactly adjacent. Their velocities are not affected
in this step. If an iteration causes another intersection, the next iteration pushes it apart,
percolating outward into the empty space outside M until all penetration constraints are
resolved. With enough iterations, this results in non-intersecting granules, Gresolved , that are
in contact with their neighbors. All points in P are now at new positions Presolved (Figure
4.3f).
If Minterior is included in the computation of V , we scatter granules Gstatic along the
surface of Minterior , make them static by locking them to the surface, and include them in
the penetration resolution. In the resolution step, they push the granules in G outward from
Minterior . Then, in the follow-up simulation, Gstatic will support Gresolved better than Minterior
would alone.
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The forced overlapping of granules in G is a key contribution of our process, as it
gives us the tight packing we need. It also makes for interesting granular positioning as they
move and rotate to resolve the penetrations. It gets us very close to an aperiodic, stable
packing for any shape of granule within an art-directed volume. It is also faster than running
a full DEM simulation since it does not require any collision or contact computations.
Once the penetrations are resolved, we could easily stop here, freezing the granules in
place. However, if the follow simulation cannot let the deposited particles fall outside of V or
if the granules must be completely settled and not frozen, we continue on with Sections 4.4.3
and 4.4.4.

4.4.3

Deleting Out-of-bound Granules

Next, since the granules were pushed outward, Presolved inhabits more space than V . We
update Presolved by getting rid of all points in Presolved that lie outside of D (Figure 4.3g),
only keeping the points within D.

Presolved = Presolved

\

D

(4.4)

The percentage of deleted granules will be small, due to Equation 4.3. If ρDuvw is close
to the close packing density, that percentage will be low.

4.4.4

Settling Granules

Finally, we can optionally run a single rigid body simulation with gravity [36] to settle
any loose granules into place (Figure 4.3h). This step resolves both collisions and contacts,
ensuring that the granules are stablized by gravity. We have minimized the number of these
simulation steps by getting the majority of granules into place with our penetration resolution
step.
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4.5

Particle Shaders

We use our particle deposition method to create particle shaders, particulate detail applied to
a surface at render time. The advantage to making our granule deposition into a render-time
shader is that it can be optimized to only generate granules inside the camera’s frustum.
Granules generated on previous frames can be reused if they remain in frame. We compute
the contact resolution for these particles in the CPU, as detailed in Section 4.4, though the
speed benefit of our method could be fully realized if extended to the GPU.

4.5.1

Scattering Shader Particles

Given a surface mesh, Morig , (Figure 4.4) we extrude Morig outward along the normals by
a user-defined height, h, to generate a second surface, Mextrude . Mextrude − Morig isolates V ,
the volume sandwiched between Morig and Mextrude .
We optimize our particle shader at render-time by limiting the area of Mextrude (Figure
4.4a). We generate only granules within the camera frustum’s camera-aligned bounding box,
extruding only points within that bounding box. Note that we use the bounding box for
extrusion, not the frustum itself, so the generated particles extend beyond the shape of the
frustum, as in Figure 4.10c.

hf rustum =



 h

if inside frustum bounding box


 0

otherwise

(4.5)

This limits Mextrude to the camera view, thus optimizing D.
We also optimize by applying level of detail (LOD). We adjust the extrude height, h,
(Figure 4.4a) as well as the density of the D (Figure 4.4b) based on distance from the camera.
The farther away from the camera, the less we extrude:

hlod = hf rustum

maxdist − curdist
maxdist
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(4.6)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: a) In particle shaders, the extruded surface determines V , h based on distance
from the camera. b) Granules are scattered in D, less dense further from the camera. e)
Penetrations are resolved, and granules outside D are deleted.
where maxdist is the distance from the camera at which hlod should go to zero. We use hlod
as the final height for D.
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After generating D, we also scale the density ρDuvw based on each voxel’s distance
from the camera, lower densities being farther away:

ρDuvw = ρDuvw

maxdist − distuvw
maxdist


(4.7)

where distuvw is the distance of voxel Duvw from the camera, and maxdist is the distance
from the camera at which the density goes to zero. We then scatter points in P based on ρD
then generate G (Figure 4.4b). As a result, these points are much sparser farther away from
the camera where the detail is less important.

4.5.2

Penetration Resolution

We next run the penetration resolution pass, as explained in Section 4.4.2. We include
Morig in the penetration resolution of G to avoid surface penetration. After the penetration
resolution pass, we can either delete granules outside of D, resulting in Figure 4.4c, or else
skip the deletion step, allowing the granules to form a more jagged surface.

4.6

Results

We compare our granular deposition method with a more “traditional” method of simulating
objects to fall into place. In our tests, we fill a sandbox with sand. We then run our results
with the Bullet Physics solver [16].
In our first case, we built a fairly flat sand surface (Figure 4.5). In the traditional
simulation, we set up a grid of granules and let them fall and settle (Figure 4.6). 6068
granules took 7 minutes 54 seconds in 20 frames to settle the granules.
Using our method, we started with the surface M in Figure 4.5a and scattered with
density ρ = 0.52, causing an overlap of 1.5% of the granules. The penetration resolution step
took an average of 43 seconds to resolve 6938 granules (Table 4.1), resulting in under 0.01%
overlap and ρresult = 0.51. It pushed 392 granules out of bounds, so we only had to delete
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5.6% of the granules in the deletion step. The resolved distribution is aperiodic (Figure 4.5c),
even though granules were initially scattered with the same orientation. Settling the granules
took 20 time steps and 3 minutes 19 seconds. Thus, our penetration step was not only a
faster method to distribute the granules, it also made the settling step twice as fast.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: Case 1 with our method. a) Surface mesh M . b) Intersecting sand. c) Penetration
resolution expands the pile. d) Granules outside of V are deleted.
For our next test case, we built a surface M with a more interesting shape and cut out
Minterior (Figure 4.7). Note the direct control over the shape of our resulting pile, comparing
Figures 4.7a and 4.7c. This simulation took 29.5 seconds to resolve the penetrations. It then
took 50 frames in the settling stage, running for an additional 3 minutes 18 seconds. This is
because M exceeds the angle of rest for our granules, so they avalanche down in the settling
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Case 1
Case 2

Traditional
Penetration resolution (PR)
7 min 54 sec (20 frames)
43 sec
3 min 44 sec (50 frames)
29 sec

Settling after PR
3 min 19 sec (10 frames)
3 min 18 sec (50 frames)

Table 4.1: Results of two test cases shows the significant speed improvement of penetration
resolution over the traditional method of settling granules. Case two simulates in less time
since less granules were involved due to Minterior .

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Case 1 with the traditional method.
stage. Nevertheless, comparing this with the traditional method (Figure 4.8), our method
still retains the desired shape better. The traditional method simulated on top of our mesh
Minterior and took 3 minutes 44 seconds to simulate in 50 frames.
Figure 4.9 shows the results of using our method on irregularly-shaped granules such
as almonds.
Finally, our particle shader (Figure 4.10) properly extrudes and scatters granules close
to the camera. The penetration resolution took 1 minute 3 seconds. This faster result is due
to the fact that we only have to resolve penetrations closer to the camera where overlapping
occurs (see Figure 4.4b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Case 2 with our method. a) M is quickly modeled. b) Minterior . c) Granules are
deposited and penetrations resolved. d) After settling, supported by Minterior .

4.7

Conclusion

Our method takes a new approach to generating granules quickly to fill an artist-defined area
in preparation for simulations by using penetration resolution. It avoids drawn out, complex
pre-simulations with easy, intuitive artist setup, and it is easy to simulate. It is flexible
enough to use complex-shaped granules in a 3D environment. With increasing computation
speeds and the rising practicality of rendering granular detail, the direction we are taking
will help make granular detail more accessible and artist friendly.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Case 2 traditional method is a) falling onto an interestingly shaped surface, but
b) the shape is lost.

Figure 4.9: These almond shapes were aligned with the surface normals before contact
resolution before penetration resolution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: a) A render showing the results of our particle shader. b) The displaced portion
of the surface (white) only falls within the frustum bounding box. c) A top view shows
the fall off of the particle density. It also shows that the particles are generated within the
bounding box of the frustum, not just within the frustum itself.
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Part III
Three-state Granular Materials with
Fluids

Part III covers the full implementation of our three-state granular system. We focus on
demonstrating that a three-state system is not only faster but also behaves more accurately
than any single simulation model.
Chapter 5 is a detailed account of how we implement the interactions and transitions
between state models in a three-state system. Transitions center around the fluid model. Also,
since DEM is not necessary in all cases, our system uses other particulate solutions where
they are more practical than DEM. The results show that a physically-based, three-state
system is both more efficient and more accurate than using one complex simulation model,
such as fluids or DEM. Chapter 5 has been submitted for publication to SIGGRAPH 2013 :

Seth Holladay, Emily Evans, and Parris Egbert. Three-state Dry Granular Material Simulation
with Detail Augmentation Through State Transition. Submitted to SIGGRAPH, January
2013.
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Following this, Chapter 6 contains the supplementary material referenced in Chapter
5. Included in this chapter is a derivation of Equation 5.19 from Chapter 5. This equation is
used to compute the stress on a granular material due to the impending impact from another
object. It was not included in the original paper due to space limitations and because knowing
the derivation is not necessary for the successful implementation of our system. Nevertheless,
we include it for completeness. The equation is critical for proper state transitions from
impacts, but it may not be obvious to the reader how we arrived at it.
Chapter 7 provides additional quantitative results to further show the success of our
system’s efficiency and visual quality.
The fluid simulation is a key element to understanding our three-state system, so we
first introduce its key elements. Our fluid implementation is based on the Fluid-Implicit
Particles fluid model, also referred to as the FLIP fluid model. This model combines both
Eulerian and Lagrangian fluid simulation approaches.
The Eulerian method (Figure 4.11a) is an implicit, or grid-based, representation of
fluids, also known as volumetric fluids. It keeps track of whether or not each grid unit, or
voxel, is in the fluid and what the velocity is at each voxel. It also keep track of the fluid’s
signed distance field (SDF), or the distance of each point in the grid from the surface, from
which we can quickly look up the relation of all points in space to the fluid. The velocities
are updated at each time step by solving the finite difference matrix of the Navier-Stokes
pressure equations [62]. Eulerian fluid models by themselves can obtain very accurate results
and have stable motion, but they tend to have grid artifacts with low-resolution grids. These
fluids will also irrevesably lose volume where they get spread too thin or move too quickly.
The Lagrangian method (Figure 4.11b) is an explicit, or particle-based, representation
of fluids, also known as smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) fluids. It represents a fluid
as a mass of particles. The particles fill the space occupied by the fluid, with each particle
keeping track of the fluid’s velocity at its location. The pressure solve occurs by advecting
each particle based on the motion of particles around it, which means they must take much
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smaller time steps than the Eulerian method to make sure all particle velocities are properly
resolved simultaneously. SPH fluids are advantageous because they do not lose volume and
do not have grid artifacts, but they are unstable, tending to explode apart when particles get
too close together since large forces must be applied to prevent the fluid from collapsing into
itself. They are also slow due to the number of time steps.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: a) This image is a 2D cutout of an Eulerian fluid grid. The fluid velocities are
stored at the centers of each voxel in the grid. These grid centers never move, but they keep
track of which voxels are inside the fluid (blue dots) versus which are outside (white dots).
The velocities computed from the pressure solve determine where the fluid will move to in
the next frame. A surface is computed from the grid’s SDF. b) This image is a 2D cutout of
Lagrangian fluid particles. The results of the pressure solver updates the velocities of each
particle. Particles are free to move anywhere without being bound to any grid. A surface is
computed from a particle surfacing algorithm.
FLIP fluids use a hybrid Eulerian-Lagrangian fluid model that combines the advantages
of the two. The pressure solve is done on the more stable Eulerian grid, but when it comes
time to update velocities and position of the fluid, the Lagrangian particles are used to
determine where the fluid currently is and its next position. Thus, FLIP fluids can take
larger, stable time steps (Eulerian pressure solve) without losing volume (particle advection
step).
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FLIP fluids are also advantageous to our multi-state process. The Eulerian grid makes
for quick transitions between the liquid and solid states, while the Lagrangian particles make
for easy transitions between the liquid and gas states.
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Chapter 5
Three-state Dry Granular Material Simulation with Detail
Augmentation Through State Transition

5.1

Abstract

Dry granular materials have complex behavior, unique from any other material. At room
temperature, they can behave like a solid, a liquid, or a gas. This makes them difficult to
simulate since simulating millions of rigid bodies is impractical or unnecessary, and other
simulation models such as fluids do not accurately capture the multi-state behavior. Current
methods either compromise simulation time or visual accuracy and detail. We introduce a
3-state granular system where each physical state is represented by a different model (solids,
fluids, and particles). The system automatically transitions between these states, combining
them into a single simulation system. This achieves accurate yet efficient granular behavior
and surface detail.

5.2

Introduction

Granular materials are ubiquitous in visual effects, found in beaches, sandstorms, deserts,
dirt, coins, grains, and so forth. However, they are complex systems, ranging from thousands
to billions of mesoscopic, irregular-sized granules compacted together at varying densities.
They have a unique, heterogeneous behavior, fluctuating between physical states of matter
[25]. They flow like a liquid but pile up in a solid state. Individual granules enter a “gas”
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state if they spread far apart from each other, where each granule has minimal affect on
the others. This complexity contributes to the high level of detail of particulates that is
difficult to maintain with single-state, simplified simulation models. Unlike most materials,
this alternation between physical states happens within the same temperature, but we still
refer to the states as solid, liquid, and gas to best represent our simulation model (Figure
5.1).

Figure 5.1: Experimental data from a real granular material shows that granules take on
characterstics of solid, liquid, and gas states in different sections of the material. This figure
is from [Forterre and Pouliquen 2008], used with permission from the authors.
Due to this complexity, current granular simulation methods must either compromise
speed or visual accuracy. Simulating every single one of the millions of particulates can
capture the intricate behavior but is too computationally expensive, resulting in very slow
simulations. Fluid simulations model the flow of granular materials, but they do not simulate
granules to scale nor do they simulate particles settling correctly. This visual incorrectness is
distracting or even useless for more exact needs such as scientific visualizations.
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Our system divides the three physical states of granular matter into three separate
simulation models, which are, in order from highest to lowest efficiency, the solid state
represented as a surface, the liquid state represented as a granular fluid, and the gas state
represented as individual particulates. Each state uses the simplest and fastest model possible
while retaining visual accuracy. This gives us augmented, or high-resolution, detail and
particulate motion on the surface without having to compromise speed in the other states.
Our system also transitions automatically and appropriately between the models to form a
single simulation, applying the simplest models where possible and only converting to more
complex state models where the detail and behavior are needed. This system is accurate
because it closely mimicks the multi-state behavior of real granular materials. It is efficient
because the majority of granules tend to settle in the solid state, which has by far the fastest
simulation time of the three states. This not only speeds up the implementation, but also
makes the simulation behave more accurately than trying to fit all granular behaviors into
any single model.

5.2.1

Related work

Granular systems are most accurately simulated [15] with discrete element methods (DEM),
the rigid-body simulation of multitudinous individual, interacting granules [18]. However,
simulating rigid-body dynamics at the resolution of sand requires the computation of possibly
billions of simulateous collisions, which is impractical time-wise. Models to simplify friction
[26] and simplify collisions [8] makes DEM more practical. [3] clumps DEM into lower
resolution pieces, and [32] force an angle of repose to speed up collisions. The number of
granules in a low-resolution granular simulation can be raised at render time [45]. DEM can
also be simulated in the GPU [43]. Even if DEM is optimized to practical speeds, most of a
sand pile is not seen and could use simpler, faster models to represent the majority of the
granular mass.
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Fluid simulations can efficiently model the flow of large volumes of granular materials.
[71] applies granular behavior to the FLIP method, a fluid simulation algorithm that incorporates both particles and volumes. [41] shows that granular fluids can natually integrate
with other types of fluids due to their implicit nature. [52] updates the pressure solve and
integrates internal friction for more proper piling of the fluid, coupling solid bodies into
the solution as well. [2] incorporates that idea in particle fluid (SPH) models, and [14]
adds a viscous model for better particle flow. However, this approach still does not scale to
granular size, must simulate every fluid particle, and must revert to DEM for ideal behavior
of individual surface particulates. [54] speeds up granular fluids by using the GPU to perform
the fluid computations. Fluids provide a good model of granular flow, but they do not scale
to large terrains, do not avalanche or settle properly, and lack granular detail. Thus, they are
not ideal for all state representations.
Since the majority of granules are in a static state, such as on a sandy beach, height
maps are commonly used to represent them as a surface. This approach does scale to large
terrains. The height maps can locally respond to external stimuli [63] [55] [58]. However,
surfaces do not have particulate detail, though effective shading models can improve overall
appearance [37]. 2D height fields can also have difficulty with complex 3D pile shapes. 3D
volumetric fields have also been used and are more flexible for representing piles [23].
Recent research speeds up granular simulations by using a hybrid of multiple models
to simplify areas of lower importance. [1] speeds up SPH fluids by decreasing the resolution
of particles below the surface, and [34] couples three dimensional grids with two dimensions
underneath. [35] couples fluids with solid objects. Granular simulations in visual effects often
combine simple and complex models [4], but the integration of methods is not automated.
Zhu and Yang [70] hollows out the DEM simulation below the surface, supported by height
maps. [30] supports DEM with 3D implicit surfaces, but culling is not possible where DEM
granules are flowing. [69] uses separate models for different state phases of general materials.
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Current granular simulation systems either use a uniform behavioral model, which
excel at certain granular behaviors and fall short at others, or use a hybrid approach, which
do not fully cover the three-state characteristic of granular materials.

5.2.2

General overview

Our hybrid granular simulation system uses three simulation models, one representing each
physical state. The solid state is a hollow, enclosed area bounded by a surface mesh. The
liquid state is a granular fluid simulator. The gas state is a particle simulation. This
allows simplification of portions of the granular material based on their current state, while
preserving detail on the visible surface. We combine these models to interact correctly with
each other. Section 5.4 will discuss each model in detail.
Our system must also transition properly from state to state based on local properties
within each state. One could simulate the different states separately then manually integrate
them, but this makes setup and seamless integration expensive, and accurate transition
between states is not guaranteed. Our system automatically calculates where and when to
make state transitions inside our granular material. There are two major transition points:
the conversion between the solid and liquid states, and the conversion between liquid and gas.
The liquid state is in the middle, whose fluid simulator has the essential traits for determining
where the granules should either solidify, vaporize into the gas state, or remain liquid. Section
5.5 will discuss the two transitions in more detail.

5.3

Algorithm Outline

A single time step of our simulation does the following, in order:
1. Update the solid surface mesh (solid).
2. Run one time step of the granular fluid simulation (liquid).
3. Compute liquid-solid transitions.
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(a) Convert settled liquid voxels to solid.
(b) Convert impacted solid voxels to liquid.
4. Run one step of the point particle simulation (gas).
5. Resolve any particles penetrating the fluid.
6. Compute gas-liquid transitions.
(a) Convert liquid voxels with low volume fraction to gas.
(b) Convert gas particles with high density to liquid.
Note that steps transitioning to more complex states are done after transitions to
simpler states, to err toward the more complex states where detail is needed.

5.4

State models

Our granular material is a hybrid of three state models integrated into a single simulation.
Our gas model covers the liquid model which covers the solid model (Figure 5.2) so that
particulate detail is seen by the viewer, while faster but less accurate simulation models are
used on the interior.
In the following subsections, we discuss in detail the simulation models, or implementation methods, for the solid, liquid, and gaseous states respectively.

5.4.1

Solid

The solid state contains our simplest, fastest simulation model. This is the fastest model
because, like [30], we represent the solid state as a hollow polygonal mesh, the solid mesh
(Figure 5.3). This solid mesh consists of one or more enclosed meshes, surrounding settled
areas of our granular material, that we convert to rigid bodies so that the granular fluid
and collision objects can rest on it (given the collision object does not have enough impact
force to convert the solid mesh back to the liquid state, as described in Section 5.5.1.) The
solid mesh updates at each time step. Our use of a solid state leads to significant speed and
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Figure 5.2: Our gas (particules) and solid (mesh) states are separated by the liquid (fluid)
state.
memory improvements since the large majority of any granular mass will generally be settled
in the solid state.
The solid state “simulation” is simply the insertion of the solid mesh into the fluid
simulation as a static collision object. This excludes any fluid voxels that are inside or
bordering the solid mesh from the liquid state’s fluid simulation. The fluid will naturally
flow over this solid surface just as avalanching sand flows over a layer of solid sand, speeding
up the fluid solve with a simple setup that naturally integrates into the fluid simulation.
The solid state also accurately emulates sand behavior by forming a clear boundary between
settled and flowing granules.

5.4.2

Liquid

We use a fluid simulator for the liquid state since it uses much lower resolution particles than
simulating individual granules. It does not scale as well as a surface mesh (solid state), but it
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: a) A block of settled, cratered sand. b) The polygonal mesh inside the sand
representing the solid state.
scales much better than DEM or hi-res particle simulations (gas state). It is based on the
free-flowing granular fluid simulation model by Narain, et al. [52] because it both flows and
piles up. Their model is built on the FLIP fluid framework, which couples advected fluid
particles with an Eulerian fluid solver.
Since we have a hybrid solution, we simplify portions of the Narain method. The gas
state will provide necessary detail on the surface, so our liquid state just needs to calculate
the general underlying fluid motion. Our simplifications make for faster and larger time steps.
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We stick to Zhu and Bridson’s FLIP implementation [71] while integrating Narain, et al.’s
pressure and stress solve steps in place of the pressure solve. It is important to note that
at each time step a signed distance field (SDF) of the fluid surface is computed as part of
the fluid simulation, with negative values being inside the surface and positive values being
outside.
The following subsections detail our adjustments to the free-flowing granular material
algorithm.

Pressure and stress solve
In both the pressure and stress solves, we not only exclude all solid voxels, voxels interior to
collision objects, but also all border voxels, voxels bordering collision objects. Thus, we do
not use two-way solid coupling and only include fluid voxels, voxels solely containing fluid, in
the fluid solver’s finite difference matrices. This excludes the need for boundary conditions or
ghost cells in the pressure and stress solves. This also provides stability, omitting numerical
error at object borders by ignoring border voxels altogether. Excluding border voxels also
speeds up the fluid simulation.
Additionally, in the stress solve, we only solve for tangential stresses sxy , sxz , and syz
in our stress tensor, leaving sxx , syy , and szz equal to zero. This exclusion of any normal
stresses still retains the piling behavior of granules while reducing our number of quadratic
stress solves from five to three (see the supplementary material to [52]). We ignore the normal
forces due to the fact that they add to zero in the first place, and the behavior we need in
our underlying fluid come from the tangential stresses.

Volume fraction calculation
Having excluded border voxels from the fluid solve, collision objects still need a way to
properly affect the liquid on impact. We use volume fraction, or the percentage of a voxel
actually occupied by particulate mass, to do this (see [52] for details on volume fraction
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calculation). After we have computed the volume fraction of fluid particles, φf , in each cell
but before the density correction and the pressure and stress solves, we add the percentage of
the voxel occupied by the solid object, 0 < φs < 1, into border voxels. For each border voxel:

φn+1 = φf + φs

(5.1)

where φn+1 is the voxel’s updated volume fraction. Next, we apply the affect of impact
velocities to the volume fraction of each border voxel. Given a border voxel, its collision
object volume fraction, φuc , is:

φuc =

ρcoll
ρgran



kuk ∆t
h

(5.2)

where ρcoll is the collision object’s density, ρgran is a fluid particle’s density, u is the collision
object’s local velocity, and h is the height of a voxel’s edge. We can look at φuc as the amount
of mass of the collision object that passes through a voxel in the current time step. This is
based on the integration of the collision object’s volume fraction by Narain, et al.
After the density correction step (Section 5.4.2), we add φuc to the border voxel’s
volume fraction. For each border voxel:

φn+1 = φn+1 + φuc

(5.3)

We compute φn+1 for all border voxels before any fluid voxels. When we compute φn+1
for fluid voxels, we use the equation by Narain, et al. However, we only add in a neighboring
voxel’s volume fraction if the face velocity is an incoming velocity.

φi n+1 = φi n − ∆t

6
X

!
φj max (−sign(j)vj , 0)

(5.4)

j=1

where sign(j ) is -1 if neighbor voxel j has a lower positional index than current voxel i
and +1 if it has a higher index, and vj is the velocity of the face shared between voxels i and
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j. In other words, we add in neighbor j’s volume fraction only if j is flowing into i, otherwise
we add zero. This moves border voxels’ volume fractions into neighboring fluid voxels if the
collision object is incoming, accelerating the fluid voxel due to the resulting pressure increase.

Density correction adjustments
Narain et al. [52] introduce density correction in order to redistribute particles in voxels
where numerical error results in slightly too-high densities. We additionally use it to prevent
fluid particles from getting stuck in border voxels (Figure 5.4). Therefore, in the density
correction step, we do include border voxels, in order to push excess fluid out of border
voxels without having to include those border voxels in the pressure or stress solves. The
fluid particles remaining in border voxels do not receive a change in velocity due to pressure.
Their velocities are updated as explained next in the velocity update step.

Velocity update step
Though border voxels are excluded from the pressure and stress solves, we must still compute
their tangent velocity in the velocity update step. We use the friction formula in Bridson, et
al. [13] as applied by Zhu and Bridson [71], which reduces the tangent velocity with friction.
Velocities of voxels completely internal to the solid mesh are set to zero.

Colliding rigid bodies
We handle the coupling of our granular material and external objects in two ways. First,
the fluid can apply a one-way feedback, as in [27], to push back on the solid object. Second,
when a collision object is contacting the granular material’s solid state mesh, it will not sink
into the solid mesh since both are part of the same rigid body simulation.
When we run the particle advection stage of the fluid simulation, the solid mesh must
be removed as a collision object. We only include it for the Eulerian solves. The solid mesh
is also not included as a collision object when computing φs of the border voxels.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: When fluid particles in our system hit the ground, they fall into border voxels. a)
Without density correction, they never get pushed away from the collision ground. b) With
density correction, in the same amount of frames, border voxels beyond maximum density
push particles out and the fluid begins to pile.
Culling fluid particles
Fluid particles coinciding with voxels inside the solid mesh can be deleted, since those interior
voxels are completely ignored by the fluid simulation. The advantage of deleting them is to
save memory in large granular systems, such as a beach. Where the solid state transitions
to liquid, particles are repopulated using the fluid implementation’s method for populating
initial particles.
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5.4.3

Gas

The gas state consists of individual grains where we need the granular-level detail. These
granules can disperse individually instead of flowing with the mass. Visually, it is critical to
preserve this particulate characteristic and behavior, but only where visible to a viewer on
the surface or in the air.
Our gas state is represented as a particle system. The particles collide with objects
in the scene and with the fluid surface but not with each other. We call them gas particles.
The gas state is our most expensive state, especially if we were to use DEM. Alduán, et al.
[2] confirms that the DEM simulation for free granules can be the most time consuming.
Culling solutions [30] [70] also spend the majority of time with DEM simulations. Therefore,
we want to avoid collision computations as much as possible. We alleviate this by using
particles in place of rigid bodies. When one looks very close at a dry granular material such
as sand, the collisions between granules are apparent. However, we currently ignore this case
since a particulate system works well for a medium level of detail and is computationally
less expensive than DEM. Thus, our particulate system does not worry about intercollision
between particles.
To interact particles with the fluid’s surface, the particles should collide with but
not penetrate the surface. However, since the fluid’s surface is constantly changing with no
consistent manifold, simulating proper collisions of the particles with the fluid is difficult.
Therefore, we take a different approach than collision detection.
Particles close to the fluid surface leverage off the fluid’s velocity and stress attributes
to prevent penetration (Figure 5.5). In the particle simulation step, particles that are within
a user-defined threshold distance, tf , from the fluid surface are considered close enough to
have their velocity adjusted based on the local fluid motion. We get a particle’s distance
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from the fluid by sampling the fluid’s SDF. To update the velocity of gas particles within tf
of the fluid, we get the difference between the particle’s velocity and the fluid velocity:

dv0 = vn − vf

(5.5)

where v is the current particle’s velocity, and vf is the velocity of the closest point on
the fluid surface. Then, to help prevent penetration, we get dvt , the tangential component of
dv0 to the fluid surface:

ˆ0
dvt = dv0 − (dv0 · nˆf ) dv

(5.6)

where the fluid surface normal nˆf = ∇SDF . We then compute the affect of the fluid’s
friction on the gas particle by computing the amount of stress velocity, vs in the direction of
dv, given the fluid’s stress velocity from Narain, et al., vsf :

vsf =

∆t
(∇ · sf )
ρn



ˆ
ˆ · vsf dv
vs = µ dv

(5.7)

(5.8)

where ∇ · sf is the fluid’s stress divergence closest to the current gas particle, and µ is
a friction coefficient. We also scale up vs where the fluid’s slope is close to zero, so that it
stops faster on horizontal surfaces. If kvs k is smaller than kdvk, then we slow dv based on
the magnitude of vs , not the direction:

ˆt
dv = dvt − kvs k dv

(5.9)

Finally, we compute the particle’s absolute velocity:

vn+1 = dv + vf
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(5.10)

However, if kvs k is greater than kdvk, the particle is overcome by the friction and
takes on the velocity of the fluid, v = vf .
Once the gas particle velocities are calculated, we update their positions. Then, we
detect any particles inside the fluid surface, where SDF < 0. Those particles are moved
along the granular fluid’s SDF to the outside of the surface. To give the layer of particles on
the surface a thickness, each particle is given a random offset value df from the fluid surface
within a threshold distance, tf , from that surface:

df = rand (0, tf )

(5.11)

Figure 5.5: This diagram illustrates the various vectors used to compute the velocity of a
particle g that is close to the fluid surface. Particle g is within threshold tf of the surface, so
the adjustment of g’s velocity from vn (black) to vn+1 (green) pushes the particle along the
velocity of the fluid.
In summary, the particle simulation is done as follows:
For each particle, having velocity v and closest fluid velocity, vf :
1. Apply external forces to velocity
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2. Get the particle’s distance, d, from the fluid SDF
3. If d < tf :
(a) Compute fluid/gas velocity difference, dv (Equation 5.6)
(b) Get closest fluid stress velocity, vsf (Equation 5.7)
(c) Compute velocity offset due to stress, vs (Equation 5.8)
(d) If kvs k < kdvk:
• Update v due to stress (Equations 5.9 and 5.10)
(e) Else:
• v = vf
4. Update particle position
5. If SDF < 0 at the current position:
(a) Move the particle to the fluid surface’s closest point
(b) Offset it by df ∗ n̂
This data sharing between the liquid and gas states allows gas particles close to the
surface to move freely yet take on the complexly varying granular frictional forces to properly
stop on inclines.

5.5

State Transitions

We now introduce our methods for automatically transitioning between state models. The
transition points are solid/liquid and liquid/gas. It is important to compute these transitions
after simulating the states (see Section 5.3), so that external forces applied at the start of
the time step have been resolved. The fluid simulator is our center point for integrating all
three models. It helps us determine where and when to transfer to and from the gas or solid
states. The solid state is formed from the static fluid particles. The gas particles are formed
at low-density areas in the fluid.
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To help with the transitions, we generate a surface for each state. Our solid mesh
bounds the solid state. The fluid surface is an SDF formed from fluid particles during the
fluid solve. It surrounds both the liquid and solid states. The gas surface has an SDF formed
out of the combined fluid and gas particles so that it surrounds all three states. It is formed
where particles are close enough to form a surface, so individual gas particles separated from
all other particles are external to the gas surface.

5.5.1

Liquid ↔ Solid

After the fluid simulation, we compute the transition between the solid and liquid states.
Where the fluid has settled, we convert to the solid state. Where the solid voxels receive
significant force from impacts, we convert back to the liquid state. We run the solidification
first, then liquification, to err toward the liquid state for accurate detail and behavior where
we need it.

Solidification
The liquid state becomes solid in fluid voxels that are at their maximum allowed density and
have a velocity close to zero. For smoothness in our solidification, the voxel’s neighbors must
also be at maximum density for it to solidify. We convert a fluid voxel, i, to the solid state if
the following conditions are true:

φi >= 1
and vi <  |   1
and φj >= 1
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where volume fraction φi and fluid velocity vi are computed at the center of voxel i,
and φj is the average volume fraction of the six neighboring j voxels. We store the state of
each voxel in a binary field, S,

S=




1,

if solid state



0,

if liquid state

(5.12)

As voxels solidify, isolated pockets of liquid voxels remain inside the solid voxels.
Pockets that are one voxel wide cause numerical errors in the pressure solve. We resolve this
by running a single-voxel dilation filter over our state field, S, then a single-voxel erosion
(Equation 5.13). This fills the problematic pockets.

S=S⊕K

K

(5.13)

where K dilates then erodes the maximum value in our state field.
To convert solid voxels into a solid mesh, we take the Laplacian of S, ∇2 S, and
generate a closed surface at the zero crossings. We include the resulting mesh as a collision
object in the simulation. In the next fluid simulation time step, we generate two collision
fields: Csolid , which contains all collision objects, including the solid mesh; and Corig , which
excludes the solid mesh. Csolid is used for determining which voxels are included in the
pressure and stress solves. Corig is used for advecting fluid particles and computing impacts
in the liquification step.
We also run an erosion then dilation filter on Csolid to fill any holes between the solid
mesh and other collision objects (Equation 5.14).

Csolid = Csolid

K⊕K

(5.14)

The reason we convert solid voxels to a solid mesh instead of simply excluding solidstate voxels from the fluid simulation is so that fluid particles more naturally flow around the
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border voxels of solid areas. Also, collision objects can collide against and be supported by
the solid mesh. This is how our process allows objects to rest on top of the granular material.

Liquification
The transition from solid to liquid occurs where objects collide against the granular material.
When an object impacts a granular surface, the impact causes interlocking granules to loosen
[15], liquifying a local portion of the granular material. The internal friction and supporting
structure of sand leaves the material beyond a certain radius unaffected and solid.
To make the transition, we compute the penetration depth of the collision over a time
step, then set the voxel states in S to fluid (zero) within that effect radius (Figure 5.6). We
use a physically-based solution, Equation 5.15, to determine penetration depth, based on a
formula by de Bruyn and Walsh [19]. This formula is based on experimental data, taking
into account both the viscosity of the material and internal frictional forces. The first term
of Equation 5.15 computes the penetration depth due to viscosity. The second term accounts
for internal frictional forces. We altered the original equation to directly use stress, s, in
place of a force value, F0 , because we can get s directly from the fluid.
For each collision object, we compute the penetration distance in cartesian space:

dcart



m kvcoll k sm
η kvcoll k
√
=
− 2 ln 1 + √
η
η A
s A

(5.15)

where m is the object’s mass, vcoll is the average velocity of all the object’s border
voxels that are touching fluid, and A is the area of the cross section of the collision object. s
is the average stress of those same border voxels touching the fluid:

s=

1 X sijj+1 + sijj + sikk+1 + sikk
N f
4

(5.16)

i

where i, j, k ∈ {xyz}. fi is the set of N faces that are on border voxels of the object
that touch the fluid but do not intersect the object. Our formulation of η, Equation 5.17,
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Figure 5.6: A cutout of our granular material with a voxel field (light tan) marking the solid
and liquid states. Given a collision object with velocity v that has penetrated the fluid, the
depth it will affect the solid state voxels in voxel units, dvox , is computed. Voxels in the solid
state that will be converted to the liquid state are marked in green. The yellow marks our set
of faces, F , that are on the object’s border voxels and touching the fluid, but not intersecting
the object.
computes the viscosity of our granular material. It is derived from de Bruyn and Walsh’s
experimental formulation, adjusted to have viscosity units (kg/(m · s)) to fit Equation 5.15.
√
√
µg∆t ρc ρg A
η=
(1 − p/pc )

(5.17)

In this equation, p is the packing fraction of our granules (we use 0.58, an average
packing fraction for granules), pc is the maximum packing fraction for a random packing,
0.64, g is gravity, and µ is the frictional coefficient.
Since Equation 5.15 gives us the penetration distance in cartesian space, we convert
this depth to number of voxels:

dvox =
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dcart
h

(5.18)

dvox is computed for each collision object. All voxels within distance dvox of each
object are converted to the liquid state by setting the state field to zero.
If a collision object is about to impact but is not yet touching the granular material,
we still need to transition the upcoming impact location from solid to liquid to avoid collision
with the solid mesh on the next time step. Since s = 0 in this case, dvox will be zero. If
s = 0, we still compute a penetration depth by anticipating what s will be on impact, using
Equation 5.19, which we derived by combining the fluid’s pressure equation with Equation
5.2 (see supplementary document). We then plug that new s into Equation 5.15.

s=

ρcoll kvcoll k h
6 (1 − p) ∆t

(5.19)

Having impacts only affect the fluid locally is not only faster but also more accurate
than simulating the entire mass of sand as a fluid. It changes the reaction of the sand surface
since pressures from impacts do not percolate through the entire material.

5.5.2

Gas ↔ Liquid

The transition between the liquid and gas states lets us have fine particulate detail on the
granular surface and in the air, augmenting the detail on the surface without having to use
high-resolution fluid particles. Areas where gas particles clump together into higher volume
fractions converge into the liquid state. Locations where the fluid’s volume fraction is low
enough diverge into the gaseous state. We condense first then vaporize, to err toward the gas
state.

Condensation
We convert from the gas state to the liquid state when gas particles have gathered close enough
to each other and deep enough below the gas surface (Figure 5.7). To determine transition
areas, we first collect the volume fraction of the gas particles by trilinearly interpolating and
summing particle masses within each voxel, in the same way that Narain, et al. trilinearly
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Figure 5.7: A cutout of our system with fluid particles (blue) and gas particles (tan). The
fluid particles are surrounded by a fluid surface, and the fluid and gas particles are surrounded
by a gas surface. The dark tan gas particles are in dense enough regions and are far enough
from the gas surface to be converted to fluid particles. The dark blue fluid particles are close
enough to the gas surface or have low enough volume fraction to be converted to gas particles.
All particles have a distance from the gas surface, dg , and a distance from the fluid surface,
df .
interpolate fluid particle masses. Our gas voxel grids match the resolution of the fluid’s. The
volume fraction of each voxel can then be computed,

φvox =

mvox
ρgranule

(5.20)

then stored back onto each particle as φi . Next, we mark the depth of each gas particle
in the gas surface SDF, di . Given some threshold tg into the gas surface’s SDF, where tg < 0,
meaning it is inside the gas surface, and some volume fraction threshold tφ , where tφ  1,
meaning the volume fraction is low enough to indicate the particles are diverging into the
gas state, we convert gas particles to liquid in voxels that meet the following condition:
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df < tg
and φi > tφ

where df is the current particle’s value in the gas SDF, or distance from the gas
surface. We do not necessarily convert every gas particle that meets this condition. Given a
number P particles marked to be converted to the liquid state, and given N gas particles per
fluid particle, we convert M = f loor(P/N ) of the marked particles to fluid particles. Then
we delete M ∗ N of the marked gas particles from random locations in the voxel. We conserve
the mass of the system by only deleting gas particles in multiples of N .

Vaporization
To convert from the liquid to the gas state, we locate fluid particles in voxels that have low
volume fraction and that are outside the gas surface or fluid particles that are close to the
gas surface, within some threshold distance tg , and convert them to gas particles (Figure 5.7).
To do this, we label each fluid particle with the gas surface’s SDF distance, dg , and the fluid
surface’s SDF distance, df . We also assign each fluid particle the fluid volume fraction, φi ,
of the voxel it resides in. Given our SDF threshold tg and our volume fraction threshold tφ
from Section 5.5.2 above, our set F of fluid particles that are to be converted to the gas state
in the current time step are determined by the following condition:

dg > tg + 
or (φi < tφ − 
and df > 0)
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The  values are small constants that bias the transition to the gas state, to avoid
constant bouncing back and forth between liquid and gas. abs(tg ) must also be less than our
maximum gas particle offset from the fluid surface, tf (Section 5.4.3), so that particles are
not constantly flip-flopping between the gas and liquid states.
For each fluid particle in F, we delete the particle and replace it with the equivalent
mass in gas particles. Each gas particle is assigned a mass close to that of a single granule in
our granular material, so the number of gas particles replacing each fluid particle is

N = mf /mg

(5.21)

where mf is the fluid particle mass and mg is the gas particle mass. As particles in the
gas state need a high level of detail, fluid particles can split into as many particles as desired,
each gas particle retaining the mass of its split portion. Since we convert to a completely
separate model from the fluid, the actual number of granules that a fluid granule splits into
is not critical. The important issue is that we conserve mass and retain the initial velocity.
Each gas particle inherits the position and velocity of its corresponding fluid particle,
with a small random positional and velocity variation to prevent the particles from clumping:

pg j = pf i + rand (−r, r) ∗ Cp

(5.22)

where r is the fluid particle radius and Cp ≥ 0 is a scaling constant.

vg j = vf i + rand (− kvf luid k , kvf luid k) ∗ Cv
where 0 < Cv  1 is a scaling constant.
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(5.23)

5.6

Results

Our method has three major advantages over current granular systems, which we demonstrate
in our test cases. First, it speeds up the fluid simulation with the solid state. Second, it
augments visible detail by introducing particles only where needed above the surface. Third,
the use of three states allows us to obtain closer behavior to granular materials. All of our
test cases run as a single simulation. We render the fluid as a shaded surface and the particles
as small spheres.
In our first example, we simulate a sphere dropping into a granular material (Figures
5.8 through 5.10) and compare its speed with the granular fluid of Narain, et al. Simulating
our system with just the liquid and solid states, we average 4.2 seconds per frame, whereas
simulating the system using just fluids, as in Narain, et al., averages 18.8 seconds per frame.
Our system is faster because most of the block of sand is in the solid state. For example,
Figure 5.11a shows the particles that are in the solid state in one frame of the animation. As
can be seen, most of the particles are in this state.

Figure 5.8: See caption of Figure 5.10
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Figure 5.9: See caption of Figure 5.10
Simulating with all three states takes an average of 25.5 seconds per frame. The gas
state is the most time-intensive state. However, we are able to get this detail in a manageable
amount of time because, as the cutout in Figure 5.12 shows, we only have to simulate gas
particles on the surface. The majority of the system is still in the more efficient liquid and
solid states. Thus, our system augments the detail of the system without having to run
multiple simulations while increasing efficiency.
Our first example also has more accurate granular behavior due to its solid state.
When simulating granular materials with just fluids, collision forces are absorbed through the
entire material, but with our system, only the local, liquified area properly takes the brunt of
the impact, creating a bigger splash.
In our second example, a falling block of sand (Figures 5.13 through 5.16), simulation
times took an average of 14.0 seconds per frame, having half a million gas particles. We see
that it retains the general shape of the underlying fluid simulation, as compared with [52],
yet augments particulate detail on the surface. The granules give us an extra level of visual
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Figure 5.10: A ball falls into a box of our granular material. This three-state simulation
model provides high detail on the surface and efficient simulation times below the surface.
Gas particles are seen on the top of the surface, liquid particles comprise the rest of the
moving sand, and the remaining sand is simulated using the solid state.
detail not found in previous work. Granular behavior is also more accurate than previous
methods due to the appropriate movement of individual particles avalanching over the settled
fluids. This is correct because the gas particles move differently than the fluid particles.
The third example is a stream of falling dirt granules piling onto the ground (Figure
5.17). Simulating 500 frames, the granular fluid of Narain, et. al took 6.2 seconds per frame,
whereas our system’s fluid/solid combination took only 3.2 seconds per frame. As for accuracy
and detail, the dirt naturally breaks apart into the gas state as the fluid particles separate in
free fall (top of frame), then it collects back into the liquid and solid states as it piles up.
Thus, when our granular system is in free-fall, it provides both the correct particulate detail
and the fluid-independent motion of individual granules, all within a single system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.11: A view of individual states in a single frame of our first example, when the ball
is first impacting the surface. a) The solid mesh, carved away to give the liquid state room
to flow around the impact. b) The liquid mesh is allowed to flow where the solid mesh is not.
Most of the splash has been converted to gas particles, which inherit the impact velocities of
the fluid. c) The gas particles are free to move on their own.

5.7

Conclusion

Transitions between state models make a faster and more accurate granular material. While
a granular fluid simulation provides a strong underlying fluid motion, the state transitions
allow us to augment particulate detail on the surface as well as more closely match sand
behavior. This hybrid simulation model also lets us locally optimize areas in the granular
material by transitioning to the more optimal fluid or solid states where possible.
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Figure 5.12: A cutout of our simulation shows all three states together.

Figure 5.13: Block of sand falling into a corner. This is the initial shape of our fluid.
Expansion on this work includes improvement on the individual states, such as
integrating rigid bodies into the gas state. There is also potential improvement on the
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Figure 5.14: Block of sand falling into a corner. Given the surface in Figure 5.13, our system
automatically inserts particles close to the gas surface.
transitions, such as smoothing transitions or sublimating directly from the solid to the gas
state.
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Figure 5.15: Block of sand falling into a corner. As the block falls, we see granular detail of
gas particles whose motion is free from the fluid simulation.

Figure 5.16: Block of sand falling into a corner. Particulates on the surface provide detail on
top of the fluid surface while retaining the shaping of the underlying granular fluid.
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Figure 5.17: A stream of dirt piles up on the ground. At the top of the frame, the liquid
state is converting to gas, then the particles convert back to fluid where they pile up at the
bottom.
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Chapter 6
Supplementary Material to Three-state Dry Granular Material
Simulation with Detail Augmentation Through State Transition

6.1

Overview

In Equation 5.19 of our paper “Three-state Dry Granular Material Simulation with Detail
Augmentation Through State Transition”, we claim we can reasonably predict a stress from
an impact on a granular material before the actual impact. In this document, we show our
derivation of the following equation:

s=

ρcoll kvk h
6(1 − Φ)∆t

(6.1)

This derivation was excluded from the actual paper, due to space limitations, and
due to the fact that knowing the derivation of this equation is not essential to being able to
implement our approach. However, for completeness, we include the derivation here.

6.2

Derivation

We begin with the pressure equation gathered from [52]:

∇2 p =

ρgran
(1 − φpred )
∆t2

(6.2)

where p is the pressure, ρgran is the density of a granule, and φpred is the predicted
volume fraction of the current voxel before the pressure is resolved. We assume a volume
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fraction of 1 on the surface, with the additional volume fraction φuc from the collision object’s
velocity.

φpred = 1 + φuc

(6.3)

We substitute in Equation 2 from our paper:

φpred = 1 +

ρcoll
ρgran



kvk ∆t
h

(6.4)

Then we substitute into the right-hand side of Equation 6.2 and derive:
ρgran
∇ p=
∆t2
2




1− 1+

ρgran
∇ p=
∆t2
2



ρcoll
ρgran



kvk ∆t
h



 


ρcoll kvk ∆t
−
ρgran
h

∇2 p = −

ρcoll kvk
h∆t

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

where ρcoll is the collision object’s density, v is the average velocity of the collision
object, and h is the height of a fluid voxel.
Now we derive the left-hand side. We begin with by defining ∇2 p as a finite difference:

∇2 p = p(x − 1) + p(x + 1)
+ p(y − 1) + p(y + 1)
+ p(z − 1) + p(z + 1) − 6p(x, y, z)
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divided by h2 . We then assume that the current voxel has pressure p but that all its
other neighbors have pressure p scaled by the packing density of the granular material, Φ.
Substituting p for p(x, y, z) and Φp in for all the other terms in the finite difference, we get:

∇2 p =

6p(Φ − 1)
h2

(6.8)

We then substitute Equation 6.8 into Equation 6.7:
6p(Φ − 1)
ρcoll kvk
=−
2
h
h∆t

(6.9)

And solve for p.

p=

ρcoll kvk h
6(1 − Φ)∆t

(6.10)

We then assume that stress s will offset p, so they have equal magnitude.

s=

ρcoll kvk h
6(1 − Φ)∆t
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(6.11)

Chapter 7
Additional Quantitative Results

We further address the efficacy of our three-state system over other granular material
models by reiterating some of the quantitative results of our method. We want to show that
our system is faster and is more visually plausible. We demonstrate this in two categories:
speed tests and detail measurements.

7.1

Speed Tests

We have already shown that our system has improved simulation times over granular fluids
or DEM by themselves, reviewed in Table 7.1. In our test case of adding the solid state to
DEM, the simulation time was reduced from an average of 6.8 minutes a frame for DEM
alone down to 0.74 minutes a frame with our multi-state system. We reduced to 9% of the
time taken by the DEM simulation.
Our combined liquid and solid states also had a significant time improvement over
granular fluids. The fluid simulation took 18.8 seconds per frame for the ball falling into
sand, while our system averaged at 4.9 seconds per frame over 72 frames, for a 26% time
savings by our system. For the piling sand, the fluid took 6.2 seconds per frame over 500
frames, while our system took 3.2 seconds per frame over 500 frames, for a 52% time savings
by our system. On average, our system took 37% the simulation time taken by fluids.
Our three-state system gave us manageable simulation times for the amount of high
resolution detail we need. Our system took 25.5 seconds per frame in the falling ball example.
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Falling Sphere
Ball in Sand
Piling Sand

Our Method
0.74 min.
4.9 sec.
3.2 sec.

DEM
6.8 min.
—
—

Fluid
—
18.8 sec.
6.2 sec.

% Time
9%
26%
52%

Table 7.1: Comparison times of our method with DEM and fluid methods.
Though our system with three states was slower than granular fluids alone, we had much
finer particulate detail with a speed degredation only 27% slower than granular fluids. A
simulation with equally high resolution of particulates did not complete for both fluids and
DEM, as they were running over 10 minutes per frame, even though their particle sizes were
double the resolution of the particles in our three-state system.
We can conclude that our system has improved simulation times over current granular
models with equal detail and resolution. Since the simulations tend to settle into the solid
state, which is the most efficient state, our multi-state system saves significant amounts of
time by having the solid state. This shows that our contribution of using a physically-based
multi-state system is great at saving simulation time.

7.2

Detail Measurements

We now will show that our system has higher detail than other systems by comparing it with
actual footage. Figure 7.1 shows an photograph of real salt grains that were impacted by a
marble that came in from an angle. The marble has a 17mm diameter and the grains of salt
are approximately 0.3mm in diameter. Even with an object as small as a marble, grains of
salt still have a diameter 57 times smaller than the marble’s. Our gas state granules have an
even higher-resolution detail, with gas state particles having a diameter of 0.02 units and the
sphere a diameter of 0.9 units. The fluid particles have a diameter of 0.1 units. Thus, our
gas particles have a diameter 45 times smaller than the sphere that impacts them, whereas
the fluid granules’ only have a diameter 9 times smaller than the sphere, a lower resolution.
Smaller fluid granule diameters begin to see large increases in simulation time. Therefore, we
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are able to handle higher-resolution particulate detail than previous systems while retaining
practical simulation times (within minutes per frame). No other system does this at practical
scales.

Figure 7.1: Photograph of salt, with a crater formed by a marble’s impact.

Due to the solid state portion of our system, the pile shapes in our simulations can be
more complex than those achievable with a granular fluid simulation. To demonstrate that
our system is more accurate than fluid systems, we compared video footage of salt against
both Narain’s fluid method and our multi-state method. We look for the more organic shapes
in our system compared to the other.
In Figure7.2, we note the varying contour of the crater from our system. We compare
this with the contour of the crater in Figure 7.1, our photograph of an actual impact, which
also has complex contouring. The granular fluid simulations obtain mostly regular shaping,
as in Figure 7.3. One advantage with our system is that due to the three-state nature
of our simulations. They are more flexible in obtaining both regular and complex shapes.
For example, we can control how smooth the contour shape is by varying the solidification
parameters.
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Figure 7.2: We can see variations in the contour of the crater formed in our three-state
simulation.
Our system also achieves higher accuracy than DEM or surface simulations in a
practical amount of time. DEM is the most accurate method of simulating granular materials,
but its simulation times are too slow for high detail. The surface models lack the ability to
flow and to disperse particulate detail.
Finally, our gas state has the detail of individual particulates avalanching down the
crater sides while the rest of the granules beneath have settled. This avalanching behavior is
an important characteristic of granular materials. A granular fluid simulation alone does not
achieve this layered detail, since fluid particles are constrained to the fluid motion. Though
the granular fluid piles correctly, it lacks avalanching detail. Surface models of granular
materials also do not have this particulate detail, and DEM is too costly.
Simulating granular materials using a hybrid three-state approach allows us to obtain
simulations in which complex contours, avalanching, and fine particulate detail occur, which
is not possible with current fluid particle systems. At the same time, we are able to achieve
these results much more quickly than DEM-based system.
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Figure 7.3: We can see the smooth contour in a render of the fluid particles from a granular
fluid simulation. The fluid particles seen on the surface are spaced apart from each other
because that is the resolution of the fluid particles, which are simulated at a lower resolution
than high granular detail.
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Part IV
Summary and Conclusion
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Chapter 8

Granular materials are complex systems of individual granules. To date, approaches for
simulating these types of materials have proven to be inefficient and lacking in accuracy. DEM
models can provide intended visual results but are prohibitively expensive for moderately-sized
simulations. Fluid simulations can accomodate larger simulations, but they sacrifice the
high-detail quality of an actual granular material.
This dissertation has described a new hybrid system we have developed that combines
three simulation models based on the solid, liquid, and gas states of granular materials. Based
on visibility and material characteristics, our system uses the most efficient simulation model
for each portion of the simulated material. In areas of high velocity and movement, a DEM
is used to provide high-quality visual detail and motion. In areas of less movement or hidden
below the granular surface, a fluid simulation model is used. This is more efficient than using
DEM but gives less visual detail. In areas of settled granules, a surface mesh is used. This is
the most efficient model, but provides the lowest visual quality. The system determines the
most efficient technique to use that still guarantees the expected visual behavior and detail
for the viewer. In addition, the system automatically transitions portions of the simulation
from one state to another to maintain high visual plausibility with an efficient simulation.
Our system achieves faster simulation times than current systems with the addition
of the solid state and greater surface detail from the gas state. We have shown that our
simulation times are faster than granular fluids alone because our system cuts out the majority
of the fluid portion from the simulation. Similarly, our system produces faster simulations
than fully-DEM systems, as our DEM-only simulations with comparable detail either did not
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complete or took significantly longer than our hybrid system. Our system provides particulate
detail and behavior, such as individual avalanching granules, that is more accurate than
fluids yet more efficient than DEM. Current hybrid systems also have surface particulate
detail, yet they are very limited in application to growing height fields, not able to respond
to collisions or take on three dimensional shapes.
We detail the contributions of this dissertation in the following section.

8.1

Contributions

Our major contribution is that we introduce a new method for simulating granular materials
that both computes in an efficient amount of time for artists and also produces the visual
particulate detail and behavior of granular materials. There is no granular simulation system
available in the industry that do both. Below are the specific contributions we make within
this research.
• A physically-based hybrid model for simulating granular materials. We contribute the
idea that granular materials should be set up based on real physical states. Our system
accurately portrays the physical states of real granular materials because it is built
from simulation models that behave closely to each of those states. We found that
the DEM, fluid, and implicit surface models best fit the multiple physical states of
granular materials. This is a big improvement over other systems because our state
models provide varying degrees of computational speed and accuracy. We obtain
underlying behavior of granular materials from the efficient solid and liquid models,
and high-resolution particulate detail is only simulated on the surface area instead of
inside the entire volume. Thus, our hybrid system uses the most efficient model where
possible but inserts detail where necessary.
• Transitions between state models. We came up with data structures and methods for
quick and natural transitions between state simulation models. We have introduced the
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idea that the FLIP model for fluid simulations is useful for making easy transitions, due
to our access to both its implicit and explicit data. For converting between the liquid
and solid states, we use data from the FLIP fluid’s implicit grid. In converting between
the liquid and gas states, we use data from the FLIP fluid’s explicit fluid particles. As
a result, our transitions have minimal overhead, meaning the state models take up the
large majority of the simulation time, not the transitions between them.
• Simulation time savings. Granular materials are ideal for our optimized, physicallybased state system because granules reside most in the solid state, which is the most
efficient state model to simulate. Our speed results show that inserting a solid state into
the fluid simulation significantly decreased the simulation time. The full three-state
system, including the gas state, generally took longer times than the fluid system alone
by only a few seconds. Since fluid particles are simulated at a much lower resolution
than our gas particles, however, they do not have the necessary resolution to mimic
granular detail as our system does. When we try to match the resolution of DEM or
fluids to that of our three-state system’s particles, DEM and fluids become many times
slower than our system and are no longer practical for artists to simulate.
Even if individual simulation models were to be significantly optimized, our hybrid
approach is still a model that will generally improve simulation times. For example,
DEM simulation models may be significantly improved in the future to hundreds or
thousands of times faster. However, in the case of settled sand, having to compute
collisions between all the granules will still not be faster than the solid state model,
which is empty space surrounded by a mesh that needs no computation whatsoever
inside that space.
• Accurate simulation behavior. We have shown that improved simulation performance
does not have to compromise visual plausibility. In fact, we were able to have improved
behavior over fluid and height fields. This is because our system closely models the
three-state characteristic of granular materials.
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We have shown that our particulate detail is higher resolution than fluids or DEM,
because the resolutions of fluid or DEM particles are many times lower than our system
at equivalent speeds. Surface models such as height fields do not contain particulate
detail, so our system certainly has more detail than they do. Also, since our higher
resolution detail is not constrained to internal fluid forces as fluid particles are, our
high resolution particles avalanche over the surface more correctly. We have also shown
that contour shapes of impact craters and piles in our granular system are more true to
nature than fluid simulations alone.
• Using implicit surfaces in place of height fields We introduce the idea of using implicit
surfaces for culling granules and determining transitions. During the development of
our two-state system and continued with the three-state sytem, we discovered that
implicit data models are good for integrating the multiple states’ components, since
their signed distance fields can be used to determine the spatial relationship of the state
models to each other. For example, the implicit signed distance fields are effective for
doing quick lookups to see where particles are relative to the granular surface and for
deleting internal granular appropriately. Additionally, our two- and three-state granular
simulation models are not dependent on any external surface, as opposed to height
fields, for determining how and where to transition between states or for looking up
a particle’s position relative to the pile as a whole. Height fields, on the other hand,
which are used in previous works, are locked to surfaces and thus do not handle flowing
or dispersing granules.
• Improved artistic control over granular packing and behavior We have contributed
tools that give artists more control to build interesting shaping into granular material
simulations. Setting up granules into pile shapes using traditional methods have
less descript features than our granular deposition process, which matches an artist’s
sculpted shape much closer. This result is also seen in our first paper. In our three-state
system, we have shown that there are threshold values that artists can control in the
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transitions in order to get more or less descript features in the simulated shapes. For
example, if the solidification transition is more agressive, the cratering shapes become
more varied (not perfectly round) and organic.
• Excluding border voxels from fluid solves. A key difference of our fluid model from
current fluid models is that we exclude border voxels from the expensive pressure and
stress solves. We have shown that we were able to update the solver to make this
optimization possible and practical. This speeds up and stabilizes the fluid system
around collision objects.

8.2

Future Work

The system we have presented provides a technique for simulating granular materials in a
more efficient manner than has been done before. However, there are still improvements that
can be made.
The work in this dissertation can be extended for the continued improvement and
practicality of granular material simulations as well as other complex materials. We list some
of the possible extensions of our work below.
• Optimizations to the various state models. The individual models we use have room for
improvement both in speed and accuracy. For example, research is still being done on
the best approach of using fluids for granular flow. Any improvements to the models
will be an improvement to the multi-state system as a whole.
• Using level of detail to determine a state’s model. Within a single state, one could
experiment with transitioning between models based on how close the viewer is. For
example, the gas state can use either DEM or non-colliding particles. The system would
decide which one to use for the gas state depending on the detail needed based on
proximity to the granular material.
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• Smoother transitions. Our transitions between states can have choppy behavior in
certain areas where the transitions become noticeable. To continue with the theme of
visible plausibility, we would want to smooth out any such issues in the future.
• Extension of our hybrid physically-based method to other complex materials. Our world
has many complex materials that need work to be able to understand and visualize
them. We would like to extend our technique to materials such as snow or heterogeneous
mixtures.
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